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Manufacturing engineers should prepare-for multiple work roles
News Services
SOURCE

To become more competitive in a
global environment, U.S. manufacturers will need engineers who are prepared for multiple work roles and a
changing work-place, says Dr.
Yildirim "Bill" Omurtag of the University of Missouri-Rolla.
"That is the finding of a research
study commissioned by the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers to explore
the role of the engineer in manufacturing in the 21st century," adds
Omurtag, professor and chairman of
the engineering management department.
"The report, referred to as 'Profile
21,' states that in the future, manufacturing engineers must be manufacturing strategists with knowledge ofth,eir
companies', business operations, and
they must be technical specialists as
well, with knowledge of engineering
operations," he says.
"Traditionally, students study
fmance and marketing in business
courses while they study technology in
engineering courses," he continues.
"UMR's engineering management
program focuses on bridging this edu-

cational integrators' - people who
wtderstand both the business and the
technical side of manufacturing.
"These operations integrators will
develop and coordinate the entire
manufacturing process from product
. design through after-sales service," he
says.

",
They also will be concerned about
the environmental impact a manufacTured product will have. "We need to
be concerned not only with manufacturing an automobile, for example, but
also with recovering and recycling resources after the car has worn out,"
says Omurtag.

Hayles first to speak in
UMR lecture series
News Sevices
SOURCE

"Manufacturing engineers will
need a knowledge of 'high-tech'
equipment and procedures," says
Omurtag. "Most importantly, they
will also need 'high-touch,' or the
ability to work closely with people at
different levels within the organization." .

a Marta Sutton Weeks Senior Fellow,
Stanford Humanities Center; a
Millington F. Carpenter Professor of
Epglish and Faculty Scholar, University of Iowa; a Wilson Center Fellow;
and a National Endowment .for the
Humanities Fellow.
Hayles has written several publi cations on literature and literary
strategies, and has had over 30 essays
published in such journals as American Literary History , Contemporary
Literature, New Orleans Review, Science-Fiction Studies, Shakespeare
Survey, and Signs.
Hayles received a B.S. in chemistry from the Rochester Institute ~f
Technology in 1966. She received an
M.S. degree in chemistry from the

Dr. Katherine Hayles, professor of
English at the University oflowa, will
speak at 7 p.m. Tuesday, October I, in
Leach Auditoriwn of Castleman Hall,
at the University of Missouri -Rolla.
Hayles, who served as an assistant
professor of English at UMR from
1982 to 1985, will speak on "The Engineer Meets the Humanist: What
Sparks Fly?"
Her visit to UMR, which is part of
UMR's "Leaders for the Twenty-First
Century"lecture series, is free and the
public is invited to attend.
Hayles has served as professor and
associate professor of English at the
lJniversity of Iowa since 1985. She California Institute of Technology in
also served on the faculty at Dart- 1969, and an M.A. degree in English
mouth College from 1975 to 1982. . Literature from Michigan State University in 1970. She received a Ph.D.
She has received a number of aca- degree 'in English Literature from the
demic honors and fellowship awards,
University of Rochester in 1977.
including a Guggenheim Fellowship;

Bill Camp, a recent UMR engineering management graduate who is
a manufacturing engineer at Alco
Controls Division of Emerson Electric

in St. Louis, says his work encompasses a number of projects.
"I procure ana install new equipment for the plant, conduct cost analysis and work as a process engineer to
determine the most efficient flow of a
product on an assembly line," says
Camp. "On each of the projects, I

work-place. "'Proflle21' predicts that
in the changing workplace, the focus
will be on teamwork rather than individual effort," says Omurtag, and
Camp agrees.
"Manufacturing is becoming less
ofanenvironmentinwhichoneperson .
does the job," says Camp. "At Alco, a
team is assigned to a project, such as
procuring equipment, and although
e~ch person gets a different assignment, it is a team effort."
Camp says that in the past, engineers andmanufacrurers worked separately, but now their work is becoming
more integrated. "Previously, engineers designed a product then ser.t the
bluepr ints to manufacturing, where it
was built to specifications, even
though that was sometimes' difficult
and expensive to do," he explains.
"N"w, when we design a product,
such as a new valve, the d.\'sign engineers work with the manufacturing
engineers to determine how it can be
manufactured most efficiently and at
work with a number of different
least cost while maintaining the level
, people in several departments ."
of quality," he adds .
As the role of the manufacturing
engineer changes, so too will the
See Profile 21, page 4

Calendar of Events
Wednesday
Juggling C lu b meets at 5.00 p.m at the Hockey
Puck. As always beginers are welcome.

UM R Women's Soccer,Univcrs ity of Missouri~t.

Louis, 6:30 p.m., UMR Socccr Canplex. Free

Chemistry Semin ar, Dr. Karol J. Mysels, "Poly-

in the swnmer of each year at their permanent

level. uniformed services, public-interest organi-

nominees ca.;} contact Oster directly.

merle Membranology: T he Emerging Science o f

address on what fin ancial aid

zations, nongovernmental

address is: Dcparunent of History and Political
Science, H-SS Building. His phone number is

Separation by Polymeric Membranes," 4:3 0 pm. ,
G-3, Schrenk.

such as thosc whose primary purposes are to help

Since any nomina tion package must be in the
hand s of the Tnlman Scholarship FOundation,

needy or disadva ntaged persons

local address. The Registrar's office shou ld he

or to prolect the environment. "

Princeton, New Jersey, no later than Monday,

contacted whenever a student's Penn anent or

The scholarships arc .monetarily generous bUL

Decemhcr 2. 19991, nam es for possible

Local address changes.

limited in number. Studems eligible to be nomi-

nomination must bc submitted to Oster no later

naied by thier colleges a.nd universities must be

than October 15.

pm. and ''Real Genius" at 9:00 pm., MEl04, Free
to students.

Saturday

Chemica l engineering seminar, Dr. Larry W.

Why. we can't get all the oil out," 4 pm., Rm . 125

341-4817.

office correspondence and "financial aid proceeQs" chek~ arc sent to the students

Admission.

Lake. " Displacements in HeterogenousMedia :

research and/or educational organizations, and
publi c-service oriented non-profit organizations

UMR Farewell Reception for Lynn Waggoner

SUB movi e seri es presents 'The Doors" at 7:00

Louis. 7:30 p.m., UMR Soccer CQmplcx. Free

will be offered to them for the next year. While
classes arc in session, all Student Finan..::ial Aid

RusseU, 2:30-4.00 pm ., Miner Lounge, UCE

Admission.

UMR Men's SOCcer, University of Missouri-St.

Rolla Area Bus inessa nd Profess ional Women is

Juniors wbo are full time students

offering ~wo scholarships of $500 to women en -

lOev must be ranked in the upper third of their

rolled for the 1992 Spring semester.

class. And they have to be U.S citizens Ninety-

• Applicants must be perman ent residents of ei-

two scholarships will be awarded in 1992, one

SUB movie series oresents 'The Doors" at 7:00
pm. and "Real Genius" at 9 :00 pm., ME.I 04. Free

ther Phelps, Dent, Maries or Pulaski Counties.

from each state and from other

• At least 25 years of age.

tcritories, and the Foundation will also select at-

to studenLs.

• Enrolled at an accredited educational instilu·

large winners. Students awarded scholarships will

lion.

receive up toS3,OOO for their senior year of undcr-

The scholarship wil be awardcd on the basis of

graduate education and as

Schrenk Hall.

Tuesday

SUB Concerto committee meeting 9:00 pm.,

financial need and the development of a spccific

Lea ders for th e 21 sl cen tury lecture series, 'The

plan for using the

Engineer meets the Humanist: What sparks fly?",

carecr goals, The scholarship rccient

UMR ColJege Republicans meeting, 8:00p.m.,

the years, the University of Missouri-Rolla stu-

by Katherine Hayles, Urn\,. of Iowa, Leach The-

will be selected on an objec.tive and non-discrimi·

dent body has never won a Truman Foundation

a<re,

Castleman Hall, 7 pm. Free and open to the

Thursday

public.

schola~hip

to advance their

Despite nominating some quality students over

natory basis without regard to race, creed or reli-

Scholarship. Perhaps this is the year.

gious affiliation.

The campus faculty representative is Donald B.

Deadline: M ust be r eceived by the Scholarship

Oster, Associate professor of History. He is ac-

Selection Committee no later than Sept. 30,

tively soliciting possible nominations from the

Coputer Science Graduate Sem in ar Series,

1991.

faculty. IN additiOr}, prospective

pm, MultI Purpos. Bldg.

Richard Rankin , "Proving Certain Functionally

For more information and/or applications pertain-

Explore and develop employment options for

Difficult Problems Through Model Generation,"

ing to L~e scholarship, contact the Student Finan-

C o-ap, summer and permanent Jobs.

3'30 pm., Room 2CfN209A,

cial Aid office, G- l, Parker Hall.

UMR Industry Career Day, 9:30 am to 3:30

Learn where your skills and knowledge nt Into

Missouri Miner

the current employment scene.

National

Scholarships are awarded to coUege students who

Academy For Nuclea r Training

hav e demonstrated

Noday

Anyone wishing to develop and improve :
• Good speaking and presentation skills
• AbilIty to think quIckly and clearly on your

The UnlversltyJ Recruiting Services Depart-

reet

ment will begun cccepting applications for the

• Better listening talents

Student Ambassador group on Sept. 1.

• Strong lead ....hlp 'kills

[f

TOASTMASTERS CAN HELP!

tion fonnin 102 or 106 Parker Hall. Applications
will be accepted from Sept, I to Oct. 1.

in UCE.

All levels fran Freshmen to Seniors may apply.
You must have a commulative GPA of 2.4 to
apply and you must maintain that average to re-

UMR Fan Film Series, "Citizen Kane", 7 pm.,
Miles Auditorium,

ME. Admission by season

ticket or $3.00 at the door.

academic

careers in th e U.S. nuclea r utj.lity industry. ror the
1992-93 acadl."tTlic year, 275 new and renewal
merit-based scholarships of $2,250 each will be
awarded. Eligibility requirements

main

• be a U.S. citizen or U.S. national

• be considering a career i!1the nuclear utility
industry
• be enrolled at an accredited. U.S. college!

university in an approved curriculum related to a .
career in the nuclear utility industry, such as:

in the program.

The Missouri Miner Is the offiCial publication of the students of the University
ofMtssoun-Rol1a. Itlsdlstr1~uted each Wednesday afternoon at Rolla. Missoun
and features actiVitles of th~ students o(·UMR.

All articles, features, photographs. and flIustratlons published are the property
of the Mi. . ourl Miner and may not be reproduced or published without written
permission.
•
The llisaourlllllner encourages comments from its readers. and wiD attempt
to print all responsible letters and editorial material received. All submissions
must have a name, student 10 number. and phone number for veriReati0ll.
Names will be withheld upon request.
Submissions for publtcation must be in our drop box (first noor of the Norwood
Hall, Room 103) by 3 :30p.m. on the Thursday before publfca tfon . The Missouri
Miner reserves the right to edit all submissions for style, grammar, punctuation, spelling. length, and matters of good taste.

you are interested, you can pick. up an applica-

Regular meetings are held very Thursday at 4:45

For more infonna.tion contact Kay at 341-5987

oUlstanding

achievement an.d who are interested in pursuing

The Miasourllliller is operated by the students ofUMR and the Opinions ex.
pressed In ttdonotnecessar1lyreflect those of the universi ty, faculty. orstudt::nt
body.
Editor-tn.-Chief ---.· ----·---------·------··-------· · .· -.---- Matt Licklider {364-484I}
Business Manager -. -.----- --- --- .- ----- .--. . ---- .--.-.-.--. ---•. -- .- ---Connie Crossen
Asst. Business Manager--- --····· --·- --- · ... -.-- .. -_ . __ .. ___.. _.. ________ _. _._ . .. __ .. __ . ..

nuclear, chemical, mechanical,

Interv iews will begin in early Oct. You will be
notified by mail if you are qualify for an interview.

UM R Hea1thw.tch '9IIor f.cullY, saff,

Five new ambassadors will be selected.

retirees,9 am. to 4 pm., Centennial HaU.

If you ~ :we any questions about the Ambass ador

ME and Aeroapace Eng., seminar, Dr. T .C

deadlines are flOal,

program , call 3414904 and a,1 for Lynn . All

no. exceptions will be made.

Peng, senior research scientist, McDoMeU

electrical engineering, power generation,

Advertising Director -.- .------ . -------------- -.-.-. ------·-Dan DeAnnond (364-9783)
As,Jt. Advert1slng Director -·-·· --------·-··---------··-·-- -·----· ----·--Oave Carpenter

health ohysics
• have a minimum GPA of 3.0 as of Jan I ,

1992

Sub&crlptsons and Tearsheets-·· · ,- ---- .-_., ___ _.. ____ ._. __ ______ . ______ . __ _. ____ . ___ ._

Managtng Editor -- -- . - ~- - --,---. -... --- .---- .. --. ,.-. --. _-. ---- ·Tom Brown {364-448 1)

• be free of P()St coUege obligations

Cu.:ulatlon ..................................... ........... ··Mlke Matthews (364· 14331

• must have rctnaining at least onc but no
more than three academic years of study

N.... Editor ....................................... ···•• .. ···• · .. S<e .. Pu~ak (364.89681

DOuglu Resean:h LoboralOries, 3:30pm., nn .

The Phonalhon office has moved to the firs t Ooor

Early in Oct., information and application malpi-

21 0 ME.

of Buchler Bldg., Mailing Address is 101 Buchler

als will be mailed to the faC1;'lty ~~ ~v~

FeablreoEdllOr ·• .. •····•·•· .. ····: ·· .. ······ ......... .... . ..... GregDenzer(364 .89681

appoin\ed by the d.... of enaincering. Studenu

Asat. Fea.turea EdI':Dr :-. -:- -:.---.- -..... -- ---- .-.----.- -- ·· -· -·-· ---···John Humphrey

Bldg., Calling F.ci~oes are
SUB Technkal Seryk:el """,mJt1ft meeting,

iii

rooms 102, 103,

104

6:30 pm .. SUB office.

. '."'

may a1lo rcqUC$l application

Aaet. News Editor ·-·- ·- -'--·- - : -· ------ ·· ·--- : -- - ~··- - ,---- .. · ·-,-·--··Franclnc Belaska

Spo.... Edl_ .. · •····· .... · .. ····· ·•······ .. · .. ······• .... · .Je/fLacavtch (364.75831

materials directly from the proltam. · ·Appplica-

Aool Sports EdtfDr .... ': .. ...................... ..................... .. .......... , . ....... .

Oon, must be posunarlr.cd by February·3, 1.992.

Friday ·

Photo EdItor ....... "'-.. ,., ........ ... ... ................. . ··Brett Goodman (364 . 1433)
Copy " " ' " - •. ,., ... : .... ..... ............ ............. ........ . ........ : ................. .

The UMR Trap and S..... Oub will ~o1d meet·

Financial Aid

ing.every Fricby a\ 3:30 in T2 (the wbi<ebuildi"3

CorrectStudent Addrus is very ImPorianL The

In 1975 the U.S Congress cs\a~ti'hcd th~·JclUry S .

behind thc library). Wc will 10 out and shoot

Student fUl aneial Aid office: is cnco~ging stu-

Truman Scholars~ipF:oundati~

if the weather pcnnits. All intcrcstcd pc:rscns arc

dents to contacl lhc Regislrar's office to make sure

Missouri's native son. 1be ' Foundation granu

1$

amcmoriai~o

welcometoattcnd. Formoreinformation,contaCl

that their pennanent

scholarships to coU~ge students

M.i.ke G iboney at 364--6991 or Tracy Bagwill

{P) addtc.s$ and local (L) addtC$S on flle.is oorroct.

who arc commiued to publis scrvice. 'fI:!eFounda -

at 364-8664.

The studcm Financial Aid office notifies students

tion defIJlCS public service as .. government at any

JOIN

MEE1

, Mat..\ -Comp. Sci.

Bring your resume and questions.

Hwy,63

'364.197

much as $27,000 for graduate studies.

SUB office, Rm 21S, UCW. AU welcome.

H&SS GS .

OSler's

Sta[Wrttm· Ez1c Hardin. Fred Stctnkuehlet, Matt McNett. Tom Brown,
GaJY Meyer, !(oIly Bemal. Jeff Lac ••kh.
!(oIly Bemal. RaJ"" Shlndc
Graphic Artf.lI· Joe Jones., ~chael Wedand
.
Adys;rUtin, Rcpt"Clteotj,uvc,' Jeremy Buchanan, Kevin MiUer, Barb Meder
Proofreadm' Tori Harrts, Brooke Sander
~

10lA Norwood Hall
Umvenlty ofMlssoun-Rolla
R<>11a. M065401 ·0249
(3141341 · 4235
(314134].4312

INID
INMJ

S"------~-------------,;{,.:a.P._.

~~ ft'e6A~A

i

I

MEXICAN RESTAURANT
-, Deliciou$ Mexican Food
(Mexico City Style)
e Dally Lunch & Dinner Specials
u Sundays all you can eat
-1024 types of Nachos
- Pleasant atmosphere '

Hwy. 63 So.

rno\aler

I

Rolla, Mo
Closed Man

'364·1971

TIRED OF:
HIGH TAXES,
WASTEFUL GOVERNMENT
SOCIAL SPENDING, AND
THE FALLACIES OF
MORAL LIBERALISM?

JOIN THE COLLEGE REPUBLICANS.
MEETING WEDNESDAY NIGHT
IN UNIVERSITY CENTER EAST - 8:00
IN MARK TWAIN ROOM 214.

"

"SURE, I USE PRODUCTS THAT HELP ME
LooK My BEST. THE REAL BEAUTY '
Is THAT THEY'RE Nor ANIMAL-TESTED:'
,..,lJIIIIf&.,

I

•

_...

Everyone can agree with
aclJ'ess Ana·Allcla -It's
o
~ Inhumane to test personal
..,~ care products on anImals.
. n. ......IJWQgQo'" Now there's an easy way for

youtoldentirywhIChprod~ClSarenot. Watch for
The 8eauUful Choice" sYOJbol !rom The HUn:J,ane.

Society of the United SU\tes stal1Jn8 10 October
and make every choice a beautiful one.
Look for displays with thls sea! wherever)'Ol! buy
your personal care product§. Or write The Humane
Socjety~or t~e United States rW'·m..~ Infonnatijul •

OnthISP~'Jm~
' ~ . ntEHlIMANESoam_"

.

~

I
. . ' -'\

' " -.

',Of.THEVliUTED.8m"ES •

:i ·~::::DTaooo1

1-8()().372-0800
(F'ormedlbmhlploqub1csaoo

"

"Beauurul Cbok:e" campalen IntonnaUOO)

Homecoming schedule
1991 Homecoming Schedule

"4

Monday, September 30
9:00 AM - 2:00 PM
All Campus Queen Voting 'Begins
12:30 PM
Homecoming Games:
Hog Calling Contest
Egg Catapult
8:00PM
Comedy Nighl_Al The Hockey
Puck featuring Taylor Mason
Tuesday, October I
9:00 AM - 2:00 PM
All Campus Queen Voting
9:00AM
Scavenger Hunt'Begins
12:30 PM
, Homecoming Games:
Folk song Competition
Cow Chip Throwing
Scavenger Hunl Clues 'I & 2
Wednesday, October 2
9:00 AM - 2:00 PM
All Campus Queen Voting ,

12:30 PM
,Homecoming Games:
Horseshoe Pitching,
Edible Mud Wrestling
Scavenger Hunt Clues 3 & 4
8:QO - 11 :00 PM
Live Band at the Hockey Puck
featuring Kendrick,
Thursday, October 3
9:00 AM - 2:00 PM
Homecoming T-shirt Day
All Campus Queen Voting Ends
12:30 PM
Homecoming Games:
Roping Contest
Pie Eating Contest
Friday, October 4
12:30 PM
Homecoming Games:
Gunny Sack Races.
Team Twister.
1:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Alwnni/Student Golf Tournament,
ICe cream, social

5:30 -8:00 PM
Silver & Gold Reunion Buffet and
Reception
Centennial Hall, UC-E, "Hog
Wyld" pig roast!
8:00 PM
Parade in the' Shade
8:30 PM
Bonfire
Saturday, October 5
7:30 - 9:30 AM
ALL-ALUMNI BREAKFAST
Centennial Hall, UC-E
1l:30-1 :30PM
ALUMNI FIELDHOUSE
Gale Bullman M;Utipurpose Build, ing
1:00 PM
Banner Competition
IFC Pajama Race
1:15 PM
Queen Procession
1:30 PM
, Football Game Begins
Half-time Show:
Queen CroWlting
Marching Miners
7:00 - 9:00 PM
AWARDS BANQUET
Centennial Hall, UC-E

THELMA &LOUISE ARE BACK!
Now's your chance
, 10 lake
,Gel-I-lile 101

FEED

Several' UMR faciilty
members receive tenure
and promotions
News Services
SOURCE

ing and engineering mechanics, has
been promoted to associate professor
of mecharLical and aerospace engineering and engineering mechanics,
and has received tenure.

A nwnber of University of Mis·
souri-Rolla faculty members have
. Also in UMR's School of Engireceived promotions and/or tenure
,neering, Dr. K.M. Isacc, assistant
effective Septem ber I.
professor of aerospace engineering,
UMR's School of Mines and Met- has been promoted to associate profesallurgy has announced tb.t Dr. C. Dale 'sor of aerospace engineering; Dr.
,Elifrits, associate professor of geological engineering, has been pro- Randy Moss, associate professor of
moted to professor of geological engi- electrical engineering, has received
neering. Elifrits also is associate di- promotion to professor of electrical
rector of UMR's Freshman Engineer- engineering; "Dr. . David Richardson,
assistant professor of civil engineering Program.
Dr. Jay M. Gregg, assistant profes- ing, has received promotion to associsor of geology and geophysics, has ate professor of civil engineering; and
been promoted to associate professor Dr. Cheng-Hsiao Wu, associate professor of electrical engineering, has
of geology and geophysics.
been promoted to professor of electriUMR's School of Engineering has :
cal engineering.
announced that several faculty members have received tenure. They are:
UMR's College of ArL< and SciDr. Serna Alptekin, associate professor of engineering management; Dr. ences has announced that Dr. Frances
Colin Benjamin, associate professor Haemmerlie, associate professor of
of engineering management; Dr. psychology, has been promoted to
Nicholas Morosoff, professor of professor of psychology. Dr. Leon
chemical engineering and sernor re- Hall, associate professor of mathematsearch investigator in UMR's Materi- ics and statistics, has received promoals Research Center; and Dr. Peter tion to professor of mathematics and
Schmidt, assistant professor of engi- statistics, and Dr. O. Allan Pringle, as'neering management. Dr. K. Chan- sistant professor of physics, has been
di'ashekhara, assistant professor of promoted to associate professor of
mechanical and aerospace engineer- physics and has received tenure.

.. - -" - - . from-page 1

-Profile 21"The idea is called 'design for
manufacture, '" says Camps," and that
is what it takes to be competitive." He
adds that CNC (Computer NUmerically Controlled) machines and flex ible manufacturing , which are taught
in UMR 's engineering management
department, are also helping Ameri can industries become more competetive.
In addition, companies are using
"jUst in time" production procedures
to reduce inventory cost. "Using this
procedure, a company manufactures a
day's supply as opposed to several
month's supply of a prQduct and uses
that supply rather than !:aving a large
inventory in a Walcl:ouse not being
used," explains Camp.
To prepare students for the changing workplace and the changing role of
manufacturing engineers, UMR's Engineering Management Department,
through a partnership with AT&T, has

created a Computer Integrated ManuHe adds that computer simulations
facfturing (CIM) facility .
can generate data about every aspect of
The CIM lab creates for the CITE the product - its cost, materials, laproject a manufacturu-:6 envi"lnment bor, operations, maintenance, manuby combining compu:~c :;irr.ulations facturing, production schedules and
with reality. Omurtag SiiyS that the quality.
idea for simulation a manufacturing
AT&TFoun!iation funds have also
facility came from war games. "Uyou helped develop an interdisciplinary,
are testing out certain war strategies, manufacturing course for students in
you can't have a baule, so you have chemical, e1t:ctrical, and mcxh::ni..:al
war games with some simulation and engineering a"d engineering management. This capstone course uses the
some reality," he says.
"The same principle can be ap- CIM lab to provide students with expeplied in education," continues riences in manufacturing.
UMR engineering m1!llagement
Omurtag. "Computer simulations and
simple elements of that simulation can students who are preparing for a career
be demonstrated in the manufacturing in manufacturing can declare a manufacility. "Although we cannot build facturing preference. "The program
an aircraft in our labs, we can use com- has grown faster than was anticipated
puters to simul~te the manufacturing since we began offering it in 1989,"
of an aircraft and to show a specific says Omurtag, ",md it is the most
part, such as a lever, being produced," popular of the engineering management preferences."
he explains.

----
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NOTICE

.- .

The Associated Students of the University of Missouri

will be electing one undergraduate for a full term to its
--

Board of Directors

r(j~\~
••••••

AS.U~

Board member will be elected at
the student council meeting on

October 1, 1991
F or more information, call

Tom Brown or Allen Sehrt 341-4970
Luke Petersen 341-4280

Courl

----
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Wednesday. September 25.1991

Student Activity Fee Board provides funding for campus organ~zations
Cheerleaders

Capital Fund

Equipment Fund

UMR Cbeerleaders

Submitted by

Submitted by

SOURCE

SAFB

SAFB

The UMR Cheerleaders squad
consists of up to 12 members and Joe
Miner. They cheer at all home football
and men's basketball games and as
many out-of-town games as their
schedules will allow . Clinics and tryouts are held each semester and new
participants are always welcome.
They also encourage interested students to allend practices throughout
the semester to improve their skills so
that they are more confident when
trying out.
The cheerleaders utilize their student activity fee money by the purchase and upkeep of uniforms, shoes,
travel to away games. athletic insurance. and summer cheerleader camp.
The cheerleaders ride the team bus to
away games when possible.
The UMR Cheerleaders' primary
objective is to represent the University
of Missouri-Rolla to the best of their
ability . They receive no compensation
for the many hours they spend representing UMR.
For more information on the UMR
Cheerleaders. contact Linda Martin.
218 University Center West•. 3414286.

The purpose of the Capital Fund is
to enable organizations to make onetime purchases that cost over $5,000.
The fund is administered by StuCo's
External Funding Commillee. To be
eligible, an organization must be
StuCorecognized or receiving student
activity fees. To receive capital funding, an organizations must apply to
Student Council, tum in the proper information, and give a presentation of
the request at a StuCo meeting. Student Council must approve a payment
schedule for the request with a 3/4

The Equipment Fund is similar to
the Capital Fund, but does not require
that the request be over $5,000. To
apply, an organization must be StuCo
recognized, or receiving student activity fees. An organization seeking
funding must fill out a request form
and reiurn it with other necessary information to Student Council. A representative of the requesting organization may make a presentation at a
Student Council meeting to explain
why it needs the equipment. Approval
of a.funding request that exceeds $499
requires a 2/3 majority vote of the
members present at a StuCo meeting.
For amounts less than $499, a simple
majority is required.
The student-activity-fee rate for
the Equipment Fund is $2. I 2/student 1
semester. totalling $17,530.
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The 1991-92 student-activity-fee
rate for the Capital Fund is $2.821
student/semester.
This will total
$25,888 after the summer and fall
semesters of 1991 ' and the spring
semester of 1992. This money will be
used to fund improvements to ihe Golf
Course and ' the University CenterEast.

SOURCE
KMNR
KMNR is UMR's student operated, student funded radio station,
operating at a frequency of 89 Mhz
with an effective radiated power of
450 watts. KMNR is a free-format,
'non-commercial station. Put in other
words, our DJs are free to play whatever they choose as long at it's not
obsc.e!1e.
KMNR is run entirely by students
of UMR. Currently we have a staff of
approximately seventy, allowing us to
broadcast twenty-four hours a day.
In addition to broadcasting,
KMNR offers services like the roadshow, a 1000 wall traveling sound
system complete with it's own real life
OJ. Every semester the station hosts
all-campus parties with music from
the roadshow or live acts. Our studios
are al,,;,ays open and we welcome students to drop by and improve their
know ledge of broadcasting and sound
engineering, a service not provided
anywhere else at UMR.

KMNR does not stand still! This
year we are building an entirely new
roadshow that will effectively double
our power output to over 2500 watts,
meeting the needs of outdoor activities. We will also, with this new
equipment, have the capability to do
two full roadshows, or set up three
smaller systems.
We continually update equipment
for both the roadshow and broadcast
signal with new technology to irtsure
the listener the highest level of musical enjoyment. Our ever expanding,
diverse collection of music will require KMNR to move within th.e next
few years, just to keep up with the size
of our music collection. KMNR's
music library houses over 25,000 albums and about 2,500 compact discs.
To achieve this high standard of
quality we need your support, the
support of the students ofUMR. Asalways, we thank you, and welcome
comments, suggestions and requests.
KMNR - 89.7; providing UMR
and surrounding community with the
widest spectrum of sound.

Course taught on packaging's impact
News Services
SOURCE
Product pac~aging is sometimes
considered the villain in the fight
against pollution, but it is not necessarily sO,says Dr. Stephen Raper of the
University of Missouri-Rolla.
"We think of over-packaging as
contributing to the solid waste disposal problem or adding to the cost of
a product, but we should also consider
how packaging improves our quality
of life," says RaPer.
"We can live anywhere and get
food or medicine, for example, that we
feel fairly confident is fresh, because
packaging keeps prooucts from spoiling," he explains. .:
.
"In addition, so~ething that looks
over-packaged may not be," he continues. "All that packaging may have a
function, such as keeping a product

from the large industrial user; down to
from breaking during distribution."
Raper, a UMR assistant professor the small 'mom and pop' companies
of engineering management, is teach- must consider whether they are deing a course to help students under- signing and using packaging wisely,"
stand packaging 's impact on the envi- says Raper.
ronment and solid waste. "Environ" Ultimately, we as consumers
mental and Solid Waste Management have a responsibility in what we deIssues in Packaging" is being offered mand from packaging," he continues.
this fall at UMR for senior and gradu- . "Consumers often want convenience
ate level 'engineering and science stu- and performance, such as single-serving containers. On the other have,
dents.
"We want to help students develop some people say there is too much
their own perspectives about packag- packaging. These wants and concerns
ing," says Raper. "Ideally, when they have to be ba'lanced out."
Raper says that the environmental
go io work in industry to develop new
packaging or packaging systems, they packaging course fits naturally into
will understand how·their designs will the engineering management curriculum . . "In addition to the .students
affect the en,vironmenl"
He adds that the impact of it prod- st!1dying packaging engineering, most
uct's packaging on the environment is engineering and science graduates or
everyone's responsibility:
. the c\>mpanies they work for will be
"Packaging material manufactur- involved to some extent in packagnineTY manufac' ing."
ers, packaging
turers and tho~
.0 use packaging,

UMR's Industry Career Day to be
held Thursday, September 26
Placement Center
SOURCE ~

All undergraduate and graduate
students are invited .to participate in
UMR's annual Industry Career Day.
This Career Fair is scheduled for
Thursday, September 26, 1991 at the
Multipurpose Building, 9:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m.
Representatives from Business,
Industry and Government agencies
. will be available to discuss employ,
ment opportunities .and describe career paths with their company or firm.
Students' are invited to informally

explore job opportunities with co-op,
summer and permanent employment.
Many students have obtained job leads
as a result of this opportunity. Don 't
be left out! Bring your questions, your
resume and your best personality.
The Placement and Co-op Center
in now located on the third floor of
Norwood Hall. In order to provide all
students with an opportunity to speak
to employer representatives, the
Placement and Co-op Center will not
conduct interviews on September 26.
1991. The Placement and Co-op
Center will, however, remain open.
Floor prizes will be given out
throughout the day.
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SUB to present the variety of the band, Kendrick
By Nancy Hawks
SUB

to

~
fS

I

Kendrick, a country-western,
rhythm and blues, Top 40's, Rock 'n'
roll, 50's and 60's band: is well on its
way to becoming known worldwide
~ for its energetic and fun-loving original style and wide variety of original
music, as well as hits by international artists.
The Student Union board is proud
to present Kendrick on Wednesday
October 2 at 8:00 - 11:00 p.m .. at the
Hockey
Puck .Dance instructor
Barbra Cole will be giving two step
dance lessons from 6:00·8:00 before
the concert.
Members Paul and Thomas
"Tommy" Kendrick of Baytown,
Ray Salazar and Mark McClintock
bring with them to Kendrick more
tlian 25 years of live performance
experience, including opening for national and international recording artists such as "The Who," "The Beach
Boys," "The Scorpions" and more
recently with "Moby and Mobility,"
just to drop a few names.

Having been voted among the nation's top 10 vocal groups by the independent recording journal, " Indie
Bullet," Kendrick hasn't let this national recognition go to their heads .
This dedicated band of musicians has
more on its mind than just music for
its own enjoyment and that of its
fans.
Kendrick is actively involved with
the campaign of the Child Abuse Prevention Council and has done numerous fundraisers to help promote its
child abuse (prevention) program.
"We see in the newspapers everyday about how some small child
has been abused. I decided I wanted
to do what I could to help bring this
terrible happening into the public's
eye," says Tommy.
"That's how the song, "Kids are
Made to Love" came about. Our
hearts really go out to these kids who
are the victims of child abuse," says
Paul, "the song was written for kids,
in hopes that they will realize that
someone does care about them."
Tommy Kendrick, the bass guitarist for the band, started off his

The Board looks for this
year's sweatshirt design
By Shawn Michael
STAFF WRITER

At the end of last semester and the
beginning of this one, the SI. Pat's
Board organized a sweatshirt design
contesl. TheBoard asked for you, the
students of UMR, to help make SI.
Pat 's '92 Ihe Best Ever by providing
us wilh some truly excellent design
ideas for the '92 green. The response
was very good, and after long debates
the winners were chosen. The Board

next year for SI. Pat's '93: Also, we
hope that the winners will spend some
of their booty at the Puck later this semester when anxiously awaited first
shipment of green arrives.
The Board has also been preparing
for one of its major philanthropy
projects of the year. An annual tradii
tion of the SI. Pat's Board is a group
effort to end hunger by participating
in Crop Walk. On September 29, over
40 Board Reps will be working to
feed those who may not eat otherwise. Board Reps have been gather-

musical ambitions at the age of six
'when he began taking vocal lessons.
By"the age of 12, he had taught
himself to play the guitar. He started
playil]g the bass guitar two years
later.

He sang in the school choir for six
years, with three of those years as a
member of all-state choir.
Paul Kendrick, the df\lIl1mer in the
band, began his musical endeavors
at the age of eight when he took up
the guitar. By the time he reached the
age of 16, he had turned his focus to
the drums.
Since 1918, when Kendrick was
· f
ed th
b th
h
f ITst
orm , ese two ro ers ave
played to audiences not only in
Texas, but also in Louisiana. Arkansas and New Mexico. They had the
opportunity to playa the now defunct
"Gilley's" for three weeks.
They are the sons of Sue and Paul

By Howard Schwartz, Jim Bogan,
and John Morgan
SOURCE

Artifact
MFA silo,
blackbirds
pitch & yaw

..

IGHl

Kendrick performed "Kids are Made
to Love," which was written by
Tommy. The song. is now used as
the theme for the show.
Mark McClintock, the lead guitarist for Kendrick, who holds the distinction of being called "probably the
best guitarist in the Houston area,"recalls that "I've been interested iIi
music since my earliest days." Following five years of piano and trombone training, he began playing gui-

While in high school, he was first
tenor in the all-state choir. At the age
of IS, he joined his first band. From
that ,in;e since, he has performed and
released two national recordings, and
has worked across the country in rock,
country and rhythm and blues bands.
The band has progressed extremely
fast and shows a very promising future. If the band members continue to
genuinely enjoy what they are doing,
they will defmitely make Baytown

prou~~'t miss

Kendrick's performance on Wednesday, October 2 at

tarin his first band at the age of 13 8:00 p.m. at the Hockey Puck. As
always, this Student Union BOljTd
and has since played all styles of mu- sponsored performance is FREE to
sic.
students I

A sample of what's coming to the Blue

Wednesday, September 25, 1991, at
7:30 p.m. price $3.00, for
students $1.00

ing sponsors who have agreed to pay
for each of the 10 kilometers the
Board Rep walks. Once again we
would like to thank all of the
sponsors for their support.
Remember. the fITSt shipment of
sweatshirts will soon be here and the
Best Ever is only 170 Daze away!

Ray Salazar, the keyboard man,
began playing piano and singing in
Paul is the manager and agent for public at the age of eight. Although
the band, as well as being the creator his concentration centers on the piand executive producer for the new
ano, his talents are not limited to one
television show, "Houston City Lim- instrumenl. He is also quite skilled on
its." It was on its debut show that the guitar and drums.

- - - - - - - - - - -________________-'-____________-,

Poets at the Blue Heron

was happy to award Jeff Erker with
the fITSt place prize of $1.00. Second
place, and S75, went to
Mike
Weiland. The third placeprizcofS25
was given to Mike Matthews. The
Board would like to thank all those
who submitted their entries 'and invite
everyone back to the competition

Kendrick of Baytown.

Somewhere Over the Horizon
a distant boundary
not yet reached
on a road of days
light and dark
dividedeach kept
sound by dint
of effort applied
hourly
to an unknown
end

crow caw

all keen
for the
spilled
grain.

Her~n

A WANDERING SOUL

All at once
A spirit descending from above
Reaches you
A wandering soul
Waiting to be born
If you would only open the door
You could bring her
Into being
A young girl
Bearing the image of a goddess
Abo"t to ascend
With a full moon
Resting
In her hands.

James Bogan
John Morgan

Howard Schwartz
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The Miner takes a look at key faculty members
By: Susan Middaugh
Staff Writer

Dr. Walter J, Gajda, Jr, Chairman of the Department of
Electrical Engineering.
Dr. Walter J. Gajda, Jr., the Chairman of the Department of Electrical
Engineering at the Univeristy of Missouri - Rolla , has been a Professor
and the Chairman of the Electrical
Engineering (EE) Department since
August 1986. In 1987 he was named
Rutledge-Emerson Electric Distinguished Professor.
Dr. Gajda has a daughter who is a
junior, majoring in English at the University of Vermont, and a son who is
a junior in high school.
Gajda attributes many of his
present abilities to his attendance of
a Catholic school while growing up in
western Massachusettes. It is there
that he aquired his ability for public
speaking, saying, "Debate was more
important than football."
After high school, he then embarked on a prestegious college career, having received a B.S. in Electrical Engineering from Notre Dame,
then a M.S: and a Ph.d. in Electrical
Engineering from MIT.
After receiveing his Ph.d. he then
went back to Notre Dame where he
taught for 16 years, until coming to

UMR.
When asked what he feels are the
major differences between some

larger schools and UMR, Gajda · nex which will be built as soon as the
state allocates the funding . Gajda
states that he is, "very impressed"
says that Emerson Electric has dowith the quality of student at UMR.
He believes that UMR students have nated $1 million dollars towards the
building, but for now the project has
a stronger work ethic than at some
been put on hold due to the economy.
schools, and that on the whole UMR
The bad state of the economy has
has a very good student body.
also caused other problems for the
Considering the strength s and
EE department lately. Because of
weaknesses of the EE Department,
Gajda says, "The major strength is
the high quality of the faculty and
student body, and the department's
focus on the committment to undergraduate education."
He is very
pleased that UMR is one of the few
schools in the nation today in which a
profes sor can be tenured primarily on
his merits of teaching.
Gadja reports that he was recently visited by someone from Purdue University who stated, "UMR is
among the top two or three EE programs in the country."
Strengths also lie in the fact that
they have a relatively young, but a
rapidly improving graduate program,
a remarkably good-natured group of
people working together, and a very
good Power Engineering program.
He feels, however, that the deBrett Goodmen
partment should further develop the
personal communication skills in' the Dr. WaH Gajda, chairman of
students. It seems that this is one the EE department.
area in which they are hindered when
the budget cuts, they have lost 3% of
they get out into the work-place.
the faculty, and have lost all of the
Right now, there are tentative plans
money that was to be used for Engito expand the curriculum to campen:
neering Equipment. The department
sate for these problems, but because
has gone from $98,000 for Engineerof limited space, changes are subject
ing Equipment in the 89 - 90 school
to the completion of the new EE an-

High school teaching methods: Are they lacking?
night, regardless of the size. High
school is a youth's time period for
social awakening and social awakening must have plenty of weekend
I would love the opportunity to time. The first two nights , Friday and
give emerging high school teachers a Saturday, are for the most part spent
few pointers (personal opinions) on out on the town or out doing somehow they should teach the students thing. This leaves the possibility of
of today. The high school students of Saturday afternoon or Sunday, but
today are much more difficult to reach along with the Me generation comes
than the students of say , 35 years ago. a certain bit of procrastination and
No research or documentation is Sunday usually prevails as the
needed to come up with this fact. A homework day.
As we all know,
1950's high school senior usually did
nOI drive to school everyday in hi s/her 'waiting until the night before makes
own car, or come to school in a new for bad work , (or no work at all in
outfit everyday for the first month of some cases). Teachers need to save
school. The students of today are the important assignments for in
much more self-oriented; as one of class and during the week. Assignments should be narrowed and be
my high school teachers said, "It's
the me generation." To reach these pertinent to what the teacher is trying
students, teachers need to take a look to get across to the class; some teachat three aspects of teaching: work ers assign busy work, such as work
and reading assignments, tests, and sheets and large readings that relate to
the course, but are not going to help
lectures.
All through high school I was as- the student grasp the ideas. Small
signed quite a few reading s or other reading assignments accompanied by
assignments on Friday, to be due on a comprehensive worksheet would
Monday, of course. This continues to probably better teach the student.
Testing is another area that needs
go on all of the time in the school
system. What teachers need to to be examined, no pun' intended.
realize is that most assignments given Many teachers in hi gh school givc
for the weekend get done on Sunday their students all of the questions that
By James Barnes
STAFF WRITER

are going to be on the test. I had a class
in high school where the teacher
would give us all of the questions that
were going to be on the test the day
before the test. This, of course, led to
everybody in the class going home,
looking up the answers, and then
memorizing them. Memorizing is the
key word here. Memorizing has nothing to do with learning, it is another
one of those last minute things. The
typical cycle for the high school
course then becomes: listen, listen.
listen, memorize, test, and forget.
There isn't a set way that the teacher
can make the student quit memorizing
and start learning the subject. One
suggestion I might make to a new
teacher would be to play "tough guy"
with his or her students. Don't tell the
students when the tests are going to be,
just that there will be periodic tests
over the material being taught. The
first weeks will catch the students off
guard and by surprise, but they will
quickly find out that they need to be
reading and learning the material even

See Teaching, page 9

year, to $75,000 in 90 - 91, to $00. for .
thi s year. Needless to say, this huge
cut has done much to hinder educational advancement within the department. However, Gadja says that
the department is working hard, as
always, to raise money from private
sources such as industry and alumni.

Dr. Gadja says that it is reagy sad
that the quality of UMR is not seen
by those in Missouri. In the most
recent national survey of Assessmenl
of Research Doctoral Programs in
the US, UMR was ranked the highest in the state for producing quality
Ph.d. students. In his opinion, Missouri needs to realize what great programs UMR actually has to offer.
When asked about the number of
graduate students, and where they
are coming from, Dr. Gadja says that,
right now the department has approximately 70% American students,
and 30% from foreign countries, with
some of these enrolling because of
the weakened economy. He says
that one goal that is being "worked
towards" within the department is
for all students to be treated the
same.

Gadja says that as a third-generation Pole he has strong feelings
concerning how those from other
countries are treated here. He also
believes that Americans need to realize the important contribution that

some of the foreign students have
been making, especially those from
India and Taiwan; if it was not for
some of these people coming to this
country, the U.S. would be close to
coming into a technological crunch .
Dr. Gadja is also the head of the
search committee which is looking for
a new UMR Chancellor. The committee was formed last spring, but was
put on hold when President McGraw
resigned. When President Russell
recently took office the search was
resumed and three new members
were added . Last week Gadja visited
with Currators Thompson fTom St.
Louis and Runge from Mexico, MO to
apri se them of the search. On Sept.
20 he will be meeting with Chancellor
Touhill ofUMSL. Thompson, Runge,
and Touhill are the three new- appointees to the committee. After this
meeting, the search will stan again.
Gadja says that he is encouraged by
the quality of the candidates that
have come before the committee up to
this point.

When considering the major focuses for the Electrical Engineering
Department in the future, Dr. Gadja
says they hope to revise the curruriculum, improve the graduate program, and to enstill "QUality" into
everything. He believes that everyone within the department, starting
with the Chariman, should ask themselves , "How can I do my job better?"

The Red Cross needs everyone's help
By Red Cross
SOURCE
During the past r"w weeks blood
supplies have been to meet community hospital and patient demands .
Many blood donors have not yet determined a convenient lime in their fall
schedule to donate blood. That's why
your donation is important.

the time it may be used. Blood is a
precious, lifesaving commodity, always in short supply. It is a community responsibility to ensure blood
availability for those in need.
Only with the help of healthy blood
donors can the Red Cross provide a
safe and ample blood supply for this
area. Eligible blood donors are defmed as anyone between the ages of
'17 and 76 years,
'at leasl
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Through the summer the American
Red Cross has battled low blood collections. Although we have had tremendous community support in the
Greater Ozark region, more blood is
needed . Currently, there is a desperate
need for the type 0 positive and 0
nega tive blood.
It takes approximately 24 hours
from the lime blood is donated until

110 pounds and in good health.
J'he American Red Cross Greater
Ozarks Regional. Bloodmobile will
visit the Rolla First Christim
Church, Tuesday, October I, f... )m
11 :00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.. Please aonate ... share the "Gift of Life" . ,ith
someone. For more information ;ontact: Larry Leek, Departmer . of
Communications (417) 866-73W.
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,Miscellaneous
The Student Awareness Commitlee (SAC) provides programming on cross-cultural, spiritual,
diversity. and educational activities . Any resident
of University approved housing interested in join ing SAC please contact Frances 8t341-8737.
Arc you a resident of university approved housing? Do you wantlo be part of a committee that
provides cross-cultural, s piritual , diversity and
educational programs? If so SAC is for you.
Contact Frances 3t341-8737.
Last year the Student Awareness Committee
(SAC) presented Sex Bowll and 11, choosing the
Dark Side-Satanism, Fmanciai Aid Infonnauonal
Sessions, Punch Bowl. and the Penn y Mile. IT you
are a member of University approved housing
who is interested in joining SAC. please contact
Frances at 34 1·8737.

I need a ride to Springfield the weekend of October It. Help! Kevin 34t-2306,
The UMR Trap and Skeet club will not meet as
scheduled on FridaY,Sept. 28 due loourparticipa·
tion in a Trap and Skeettoumament sponsored by
Iowa State University. lbe club will meet as
. scheduled on the follo wing Friday.

Love in AOT,
Suc Ann Kay Yan
Krlstl,
Quit complaining about the wet bathroom
floor . You usually like it wet.
Onion
Nick,
We adore you and your thing so much we put
a picture of you on ourfrig. Comeseeilsometime.
li m's other house

Marky Mark Struesel,
You really look great carrying around the
complete lab #2 on the bread board. Has anyone
stopped and asked you to be a chess club presi·
dent?
The girl on the bike doing the funny back pack
thing
S lac~y

Ann,
What a way to spend a Saturday afternoon.
Building up those upper ann muscles. Don 't wear
yourself out.
Sue Ann

;on'

arun

eJ ·

;6-73W.

B. Knaust,
Still worldng in those CSC classes?

Next! (What's that smell!??)
Love,
Rooney

Scary

Personals

Ed?

George,
Scheib,
You are awesome! Don 't worry, everything
will work out for the best! I promise!!
Love,

Andy

Be wailing for your birthday present.
Love,
Trixie

- B.E.B.F.H.,
Long time no hear! Don't know when: you
are. So write me and I will call/write you sooo.

Rackers,
Who is the woman of the week?
YourW'sis

Ed

The Beast Room
COD,
I

TO

Nikki,
Il has been great seeing so much of you!

BUNG
Steph,
Rooming with you is an experience. Just
kidding . It has been a blast talking about our
"problems".
Love in AOT,
BlUlgee

Marcus B.R.
Thank you for setting me free.

MAR.RY

AN

KD Pledges a re too Cool!

Ma rty S. at Sig P i,
You left!

WHY

HAVE

AND

by Jones and Grif

Sweetness?

EYE. DOCTOR
WAHOO KD :!!

Jane,
Surprise! Good luck with you last semester. I
love you more with each passing day.

Steve Scornes (Lamda C hi Alpha)
Thanks for helping me with thal convolution
thing. [ was afraid to ask Marley Mark. He might
have started dancing or something.

P. F.and W.
Farewell fellow horsemen. Remember to
look: to the skies and sharpen your scythes! I'll be
back.

D.
Cooler,
Happy Birthday!! 1 love you!!
Healer

Congratulations!!! to the fall 1991 pledges: Terry
Bowness. Sue Burrows. Chris Chase, Jeff Feltz,
E ric Harden, Tony Kertz. Steven Klump. Quis
Leach, Kyle Metzloff, Craig Rackers, Joe
Schumer, Allen Wilkins, Jeff Wood, Lanie
Yonker, Jennifer ZWlg.
Blue Key

Stacy D.,
I'm ~till here. I miss you!

Cooler,

SUE
Thanatos

C arl,
Hop e you had fun on the hayride!

Have you been beating anyone with your
weiner lately?
Pokey
John D.,
So did you win the Sig Nu Trog of the Week
award for Aug. 20, 1991 ?
Incredibly Cute

Theta Tau Omega sponsors
Freshman of the Year contest
celled in GPA, school honors , campus
By Jim Kerns
activities, and have shown lead!,rship
THETA TAU OMEGA
qualities are urged to fill out an interTheta Tau Omega will again hold view form. Interviews will be held on
interviews for UMR's Freshman of the October 3rd at 7:00pm. Applicants

Year Scholarship. All students that
have sophomore slanding with thirty
hours completed are eligible for a
$200 pri ze. Students that have ex-

How' s the waler in Schuman? (Sorry)
Heater

Love in AOT,

chTisll,Ul

marion of

T.Grew,

48 weeks, though.

lealth .
te
vss area .!
nobile WIll

a I, frJm
Please jOLife" . lith

Steven,
l'Ulry but it won't be easy.

Love,
Your favo rite Sister
P.S. I'm sure you can't wait to get back toHorida!

YBS

Blood is a
lodity, aIacommuure blood
:d.
;thyblood
provide a
Ily for this
us are dehe ages of
g 'at least

Heath er ,
I guess it would be too much for you to have

Fred and you know who is coming. It is still about

Tim, Brian a.,
Welcome to Rolla.

Laura,
So, did I have you fooled? I didn't think so! It
is g'reat having you in the family!
Love in KD,

lelp
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College Republicans tired of high taxes, big gov·
errunenl, the fallacies of moral liberalism ..... Join
the College republicans Wednesday night at 8:00
p.m. in the VCE Mark Twain Room.

major fo19ineering
Dr. Gadj.
the curroluate pro;il)''' inlO
lat everyt, starling
ask themV job bet-

MissOuri Miner

ean rec ieve form s from any 0TQ
member and fTom the UMR bookstore.
If there are any queslion s, contact Jim
Kerns at 34 1-5277 before 10:00pm .

Francine
Andy and Melissa,
Thanks for putting me up. (and putting up
with me!) You will have to come up. and I wip
show you some real bars.
Edmeister

Prlnccss
Have you decided which one it is? Hope you
choose soon. You h.ave been driving mr: crazy!
Love in Am,
YLS

Teaching
without specific assignments . This class never caught my attention and I
process will undoubtedly locate all never got interested. A different
students just "flowing" along . with the teacher could have made the class
high school system. I don't know, very interesting and possibly fun.
maybe I am just saying this because During the same year I took another
I wouldn ' t have to be there to get class entitled European Cultures,
caught in a class like this ; it is just
and alternative
method to think
about.
The last and most important thing
teachers need to pay particular attention to is lecturing. How a teacher
puts the information across to the student has a lot to do with how the
student logs it in his or her brain. I
once took thi s class where the
leacher was a coach and did not
know how to teach anything out of a
book unless il was an offensive play.
We would all pile in 10 the class everyday and the coach would read us the which was taughl by ';,other coach.
notes for 50 minutes . After aboUl a B til as opposed to the other coach, this
week the process became monotonous coach got tolally into the s ubject. By
and as boring as watching a golf tour- saying totally into il I mean he would
nament doubleheader.
The class tell stori es aboUl the material and
turned into ajoke. Needless to say , the aboul other things. He was always

Gore,
Gee, we're all dizzy from revolving around
. you like the rest of the world!
Java

from page 8

interested in keeping the students involved in the subject and what was
going on in class. He gave assignments that were unusual but related
(never on the weekend I might add).
Of the two classes, I got aC in the first
one mentioned and an A in Europea!l
.Cultures. If the [eachel S would have"
switched classes I believe my gra.des
would have switched also.
Being a teacher and having !hc
~ 1.11den ts learn is becoming increas"
ingly harder to accomplish. With the
Me Generation and younger kids getting into different things, Ihe stu dents are coming harder to reach and
teach . I think thai if teachers take a
look al whal they give their studellls
to work on and when , how they les l
their students, and how to put the
material across in a way !.hat sparks
the students ' minds , the youlh exi ling
high sch ool will have a much more
rounded and knowledgeable education .
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QUALITY CLEANERS

* Expert Cleaning * Reasonably pliced
108 W. 7th Street

Rolla, Mo 65401 364-3650

Banquet Facilities Available
Men's Night - Wednesday
Ladies' Night - Thursday
9:30 -1:00
2001 Forum Drive
341-2110

BIL.L A N D SOME GUY
NAME D BRAD WERE

JUST nl E t-I A TWEL.VE TON
PIA N O FELL. FROM A SIXnI

SCIENCE FICTION • FANTASY
COMICS. GAMES
1014 Pine St. Phone 364-4301

Daily 10% Discount
For UMR Students*
*offer not valid with other coupons or discounts
Offer expires December 9,1990

.-

5bIOX)~1

We accept Mastercard,
Visa, Diners & Discover
1009 Kingshighway

THE
LAST GREAT AMERICAN
HOT DOG STAND
& TAVERN
209W 8th ST.
BUSCH-ON TAP-BUD LT.

Mon. Football Night-Thurs. UMR Night
Tues. Men's Night-Fri. T-Shirt Night
Wed. Pitcher Night-Sat. Ladies Night
HOURS 10:00 AM TO 1:00 AM
Daily Food Specials
364-7464
Must Be 21

"" E'N, AS IF BY A MIR.ACLE, SILL
WAS APPOI NrE D TO SERvE
ON THE S UPR.EME C.OU Rr
OF

~E

UN ITE D STATES .
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PLAZA LAUNDROMAT
601 Kingshighway
Near Krogers
Across from American Bank
Self Service Snack Bar
Cold Sub Sandwicbes
Cold Drinks Video Games

Are you short of time?
A drop-off station is available at very low rates.
Let us wash, dry, and fold your clothes.
Open 7 days a week, 7am - llpm.

YOU HAVE FRIENDS WHO CARE
AT ...

B

IRTHRIGHT
PHONE: 364-0066
FOR HELP
DURING UNPLANNED PREGNANCY
FREE PREGNANCYTESTING
NEW EARL Y DETECTION METHOD

215 WEST 8th STREET
P.O. BOX 832
ROLLA, MISSOURI 65401

Welcome Back
UMR
Students & Stl\ff

p---------.I.

I
I $.50 OFF
I PER ROSE
I with this coupon
I

..

------.~-

We accept: Mastercard-Visa American Express-Discover

BLOSSOM BASKET

I
I
I
I

..

FLORIST~
"""'"
~

910 Cedar St.
364-7101

,
\

FALL SPECIALS
fREE MED, SODA

SUNDAY

wlPurchase of Super Sub

MONDAY

Footlong Combo $2.99
Buy 1 Footlong Get 1 for

TuESDAY

99¢

After 4 p.m.
99.. Sub mu.t be of eqt:al or 1euer value

WEDNESDAY

$1.00 OFF Any Footlong

THuRsDAY

$5.00 OFF Any 6' Party Sub

FRIDAY

$1.00 OFF Any Large Salad

SATURDAY

Buy Two Footlongs Get One FREE
Fret Sub mlUt lH 0( tqual or ksur uolut

Open 10 a.m. - midiJ.ight
&
364-3395

CORNER OF 9TH

PINE

Limited Time Only
Not Good in Combination With Any Other Offer
Not Valid On Delivery
Limit: One Special Per Visit

·1I!~:dnesday,
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UMR EL ECTRON I C

Circle

INTER VIE W SC HEDU LES

Western

UMR PLA CEMENT AND CO-OP
INTER VIE W SC HED UL ES ARE NOW
AVAIL ABLE ELECTR ONICA LLY

&

®

W

Sportswear

10"10 Off any boots with Student I.D.

FR O ~I

THE LO CAL MAI NFR AM E. TYPE IN

OR CO- OP SC HEDULE .

IF YOU NEED MORE INFOR MATIO N
PI CK-U P AN ACC ESS PRO CED URES
HA NDO UT FRml COI1I' UTER
SER VICES. Roml 114 OR
TH E

PL AC E ~IE NT

Rolla, Missouri 654 01

152 1 Marlin Sp ring Dr.
10th ANNUAL
COLLEGIATE
WINTER SKI
~
BREAKS
•• ~.
TOLL FREE INFORMATION & RESERVATIOI4S

(314) 364-8310

'1-800-321-5911

FRO ~1

AND CO-OP

STEAMB
*
BRECKEN
*

ONE MILLION OF THE BEST MINDS
IN AMERICA HAVE ALREADY CHOSEN
THE BEST RETIREMENT PROGRAM.

VAl UB EAVER

T

JANUARY 2-9

5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS

By Cbrl
STAFF

TheMinerlI
Northwest M~
21-20. Saturday
crowdof2,800 ~
thethird straight
their opponen~
wire,and for the!
the Minerl came
UMRgotoff
their second serit
W~e ran the bal
Miners a7·0 lead
fusl quarter.
After the xi
drove the ball do
but the defense
datd's field gO!
short. TheMinen
field position an
lime in pUlling
scoreboard. Belr

CENTE R. 3 04 NORWOOD .

JANUARY 2-14

---

Football

Offer expires 9/30/9 1

"U MRI NFO " ONC E YOU HA VE
LOG GED ON. SELECT I'LA CD1E NT

~

5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS

C R E F's va ri a ble a nnuity offer s oppor·
tuniti es for g rowth w ith fo ur diffe re nt
in ves tm ent acco unts, each man aged w ith
t he long.term pers pec!i v'e essentia l to
so und retire men t p la nning.

IAA-CRE F is building a so und
fin a ncia l fut ure fo r mo re tha n
1,000,000 p eo ple in th e education a nd
resear ch communiti es. And over 200,000
retirees a re now enj oying th e benefits of
th eir TIAA-CR E F a nnuities.

Our Wliversi

EXPERIENCE. PERFORMANCE.
STRENGTH.

LOOK FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY.

Your futu re i p rotec ted by th e la rgest
private retire ment sys tem in th e na t io n.
Sin ce 19 18, we have bee n helping b uild a
secure fut ure for p eople in educati on a nd
resear ch. We have d one so we ll, for so
ma ny, for so lo ng th a t we c ur rently ma nage
over $95 billi on in asse ts.

Security - so th e resources are there
w hen it is t im e to retire. Growth-so yo u 'll
have enoug h in co me fo r th e kind of retire·
me nt y ou want. And di vers ity -to help
protect you agains t ma rket volatility a nd
to let you be nefit from seve ra l ty pes
of in vestm ents.
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET
FROM TlAA-CREF.

ByCbl
STAFF

I - - - - - - - - -'- - -

SEND NOW FORA FREE
TI AA offers you the safety of a traditiona l I
RETIREMENT INVESTMENT KIT,
a nnuity that g ua ra ntees y our p r inc ipa l plu s I including a Sl'rrill/ Rrpl,rl on TIAA investm ent s.
1
Mai l th is co upon to: TIAA -CREF. Dep t. QC.
a s p ecified rate of interes t, a nd prov id es
Thi rd Avenu e. New Yo rk. NY 100 17. O r call
I 730
fo r add iti o na l growth th ro ug h divid end s.
1800·842·2733. Ext. 8016.
For its s ta bi lity , soun d invest ments, a nd
1
I N ,//" .. ( !'Ican prinl )
overa ll fin a nc ia l s tre ngt h. T IAA has
rece ived th e hig hes t poss ib le rat ings fro m
I , I,M,.",
a ll t hree of t he ins ura nce ind ustry 's lead ing I
ind epe nd e nl age ncies.*
I ~{;~I,________________~.~5"~'Ir__~Z~."~'l~i~~~________

Ensuring the future
for those w ho shape it:"

I
I

/1I.'fIIltlfilll (Full name)

I
I

TItI..r 'CRHF P,/rlll lr .m,

~================ I

r,,/t'

0 }}.' 0.\.,

. I.• J! But co}_ =, 1+ (Suprrior) ;. I/omJy :, Im'(oftorJSrn'iu=Aaa; S"lIu}"rJ ..3 /lo"r:'=. 1,. 1. I

Ifvr.r, S,,,·,,dSrCllrtiV #
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D,

Miners Hang Tough Against Bearcats
Football Team Plays Well But Lose Close One 21-20; Drop Record to 1-2
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By Christopher Goo
STAFF WRITER

The Miners lost a close one to the
Northwest Missouri State Bearcats,
21-20. Saturday afternoon, before a
crowd of 2,800 at Jackling Field. For
the third straight game, the Miners and
their opponents came down to the
wire, and for the second time in a row,
the Miners came up a bit short.
UMR got off to a good start, as on
their second series, quarterback Mike
Wise ran the ball I yard to give the
Miners a 7-0 lead with 1:36 left in the
first quarter.
After the kickoff, the Bearcats
drove the ball down to the Miner 31,
but the defense held as Robert Godard's field goal attempt fell way
short. The Miners took over with good
field position and didn't waste any
time in putting more points on the
scoreboard. Behind the' running of
Wise, Carlos Cain, and Jason IlIum,
the Miners drove to the Bearcat 18.
A holding penalty on NWMS put the
ball on the 9 and on the next play,
Carlos Cain ran the ball in. An Eivind
Listerud extra point gave the Miners a
14-0 lead .

Things looked even bener for the A 4th and 2 gamble paid off and the
Miners as the Bearcats fumbled on Miners had the ball on the Bearcat44.
their possession. UMR couldn't capi- A holding penalty !illd a sack halted
talize though as a fumble after two the drive and the Bearcats took over
consecutive passes from Wise to Rob on their on 19-yard line.
The Bearcats wasted no time whatNoble halted the UMR drive.
The Bearcat offense came alive as soever, as on the third play from
they ran the ball at the Miners . Large . scrimmage, Krone broke off a 72-yard
chunks of ground were covered by run which tied the score 14-14.
The Bearcat's offense began to
Jason Krone. The offensive line created large holes for the Bearcat run- dominate the game, as they started
ners and quarterback Jeremy Wilson driving at will. Three times, the Bearscored on a 4th and I from the Miner 6. cats drove into the deep Miner terri -

This cut the Miner lead th 14-7 with
1:37 left in half. The Miners couldn't
start anything on their next possession
and the half ended.
The Miners came out of the half
and a 32-yard return by Sean Huggins
gave the Miners great field position.

tory, ~nly 'io be turned away by two
fumble recoveries by Mike Swinford
and Doug Fulton, and a missed 23 field
goal.
The defense seemed to frre up the
offense as on the next possession Wise
completed a 41-yard pass to Noble for

ew Coach Gives New Outlook To UMR Soccer
By Chris Merrls
STAFF WRITER
Our university has never been
known as an athletic school. Our basketball program is good, our football is
fair, and other than those two there
aren't many popular spectator sports,
oris there? Starting in 1991 UMRhas
hired an new soccer coach. "His name
is Eric Swanbeck, a coach with very
much experience and a desire to win.
He formerly coached at Bethany
where last year he was 17-3-2 and
second in the nation. He also has
coached one year of high school, I
year in his hometown, Franklin, Massachusetts, for a junior college, and 2
years as an assistant al the University
of North Carolina in Charlone. He
will be the coach of men's and
women's and plans on being here for a
while.
He has some very lofty goals, but I
for one believe he is capable of accomplishing them. He wants to upgrade
recruiting, to bolster his team's depth.
He plans on making UMR the best
Division II soccer team in the state!
Yes, that means bener than Northeast
and UMSL. His long term goal is to
make a national soccer power. Which
is a tall order at such a one track
school. On the lines of recruiting he
Wants very much to have disciplined
players, on and off the field. He feels

these players being in an environment
like Rolla will help him build a soccer
power.
The women's team is a group of
young hardworking women that loses
close games that they play in. The
veteran of the team is Leslie 'Sawyer
who is going to keep this young team
in many games. Unfortunately for her

and the team this is the last year of
eligibility. The team works hard and
should be successful in the future
when the young players have more
experience. The key players are freshman Amy Sauer, who has very good
potential, Angela Passinci a 2nd year
player who is plays tough and is very
competitive, Kathleen Maloney, a
basketball player who is learning the
game and happened to score their
only goal against of powerhouse
UMSL, and Trish Kune, who is ham-

a touchdown. Noble, who was covered well, made a spectacular diving
catch in the end zone. Listerud' s extra
point sailed wide left and left the
Miner's with a 20-14 lead. The
missed ex tra point turned out to be
crucial.
NWMS took over with 3:36 left in
the game' and began driving on the
Miners. On a third and six from the
Miner's 27 yard line, Bearcat quarterback Jeremy Wilson broke two tackles and went all the way for the touch-

intercepted Wise's desperation pass.
The game ended 21-20, Bearcats.
Carlos Cain rushed 23 times for
145 yards, and Mike Wise completed
9 of 17 for 135 yards. The defense was
lead Mark Diamond and Mike Swinford who had 16 and 13 tackles respectively.
The road doesn't get any easier as
the Miners travel to Pittsburgh, Kansas to meet the Gorillas. Pittsburgh
State went undefeated in conference
play last year.

down. The ex tra point was good and
the Bearcats had the lead 21-20 with
I minute remaining.
The Miners started a fmal drive
from their own 23. A holding penalty
put them even more in the hole and
finally on a 4th and 11, the Bearcats

Score by Quarters I 2 3 4 F
NWMS
0 7 7 7 21
UMR
7 7 o 620
First QuarterUMR- Mike Wise I yd run (Eivind
Listerud kick) I: 36
Second QuarterUMR- Carlos Cain 9 yd run (Listerud kick) 8: 13
NWM- Jeremy Wilson 6 yd run
(Robert Godru:d kick) 1:37
Third Quarter, ~ NWM- Jason Krone 72 yd run
(Godard kick) 8:47
Fourth QuarterUMR- Rob Noble 41 ydpass from
Wise (kick failed) 8:34
NWM- Wilson 27 yd run (Godard
kick) 0:53

Cards, What DoesThe Future Hold?

pered by a bad knee and plays very
By Christopher Goo
know pitchers Bryn S~ith and Juan
tough. Other players who may com
STAFF WRITER
Agosto from free agency, but these
up big are Lisa Molner and Cynthi
guys are not All-stars and Juan Agosto
Peters.
is suffering from Ii sore neck thanks to
The men's team may have me talThe 1991 Sl Louis Cardinal base- opposing hitters.
ent to have a winner. With the addi- ball season has all but come to a close.
Pitching wins pennants in the Nation of some walk-ons paired wi
It was a season fUled with excitement. tional League, and the Cardinals have
many good players, and talented fresh- The Cards won 10 out of 15 extra- 5 or 6 starters that have done an overmen this team may turn some heads. inning games and 32 of 50, one-run achieving job; but what about next
The two big offensive threats are Do
decisions. They also showed a lot of year? With the fences officially being
Browns, a transfer, Jimmy Chapman, character by coming back in numerous moved in for (in the power alleys) next
a walk-on, and Tom Carpenter,
season, the deep flyball outs that were
ball games to win.
player who takes the physical aspect a
So the players did th"ir job, the given up by the pitchers will now be
the game. One key player is sweepe
filled the seats (project 2.4 million) hom«runs. Watch the Cards ERA next
Sean Kilian, a freshman, who will and gave the fans a pennant race until season. It will be well over 4 . What
anchor the defense. The keepers B ill early September. Unfortunately, the is the front office thinking? They have
and Phil both talented with Bill having front office has made so many bone- taken away the one advantage the
the edge in experience. Bobby Car- head decisions, that the future looks Cardinals had at Busch Stadium. The
Penter also must come up big to grim. The tightwads have already let Cardinals are last in home runs this
ensure the success of this team. The three all-stars that have come uP . year. There are no legitimate power
loss of Jeff Schaeter has hurt along through their minor league system get hitters in the Cardinals minor league
with many nagging injuries on valu- away. Vince Coleman and Terry system either. And speaking of minor
able walk-on players . One other Pendleton were given away for a league, the Cardinals do have the
play'er who may contribute is fresh- couple of draft choices via free
worst minor league system. It has
men Gary Graham, a small forward . agency. The Willie McGee trade was
been drained heavily throughout the
who needs experience under his belt. a pleasant surprise; Felix Jose is a good
years.
The weekend of the 21 st they ball player, but nobody expected him
With no prospects coming up
play Regis, and Colorado Christian. to do this weI!. Add Pedro Guerrero to
thTough the minor leagues and gaping
Wed. they play UMSL, which is a the list, as we are sure to lose him to the
holes in the starting pitching, the only
very good team. This coach has made free agent market. Guerrero will make
way the Cardinals can win next year is
a commitment to this school, and the a fine designated hiner in the Amerito hit the free agent market hard. But
community through his dedication to , can League.
that takes money . Will the Cardinals'
the sport. It would be very nice if the
front office spend it? I doubt it. It's
That' s four All-stars given up with
student body supported him and his one All-starreceived. Not a very good
going to be a long decade if they don't.
team as he strives to bring a winner to ratio. The front office did open their
More sports page 14
UMR. Good luck this season !!!
wallet a bit by signing thoose well
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The Hunt For Pennants In October
volved. The Blue Jays, who this last
sitting on their status quo they retained back and hope he can carry them
the strongest team in this division. through a weekend series with Atlanta. off-season. did something very unalthough they were chased throughout
All in all, it looks as if this one is going
common in interteam relations--a
Well: once again, Sepiembei is the season, they were never really
down to the wire.
good old-fashioned, no money exupon us, and that can only mean one challenged for first place. And as it
Note: Keep in mind that the Dodgchanged, baseball trade. They made
thing: pennant races. Although this is looks, will go into the League Champi- ers have already won the coin toss, and
an even dealing with the San Diego
a time when most teams decide to onship series once again this year
if a one game playoff is necessary, it Padres, acquiring outfielder Joe Carter
bring up some rookies and get them favored .
will be played at Dodger stadium.
and second baseman Roberto Alomar
some playing time, for a few teams it
National League West
American League West
for first baseman Fred "theCrimedog"
In direct contrast to the Prates, the
This division in 1991 Will! very Mc Griff and shortstop Tony Fernanis a must-win situation. If is very rare
that a team runs away with a division Los Angeles Dodgers spent this offstrange. Not that Oakland fell from dez. This has proved beneficial io the
and does not have a tough time during season and season picking up free
first place, (a changing of the guard Jays as both were voted to the All-star
this last month, but this season, it agents and trading for veterans. Since
was imminent) but that they fell to the team, and Carter has pui up MVP
happened.
last seasons end, the Dodgers acquired Minnesota Twins, a team picked to numbers. The Red Sox figured all
National League East
veterans, Bob Ojeda, Brett Butler, and
finish last by everyone except Tom along to challenge, and challenge they
The Pittsburgh Pirates came into Roger McDowell. And of course, in Kelly. Minnesota chose, like Pitts- have. They have probably the finest
this 1991 season with the exact same ' perhaps the biggest free agent signing
burgh to stay with their team, only minor league hitting instructors in the
team that took them to the National. of the last 20 years, Darryl Strawberry adding veteran pitcher Jack Morris, majors and a long line of pure homeLeague Championship Series in 1990. chose to don the Dodger blue for the and to see what happens. Well, it grown hitters . To go along with the
In today's hectic world of baseball's _ '91 ~ason. In the season's beginning, worked. Minnesota, using the same likes of Jim Rice, Carl Yastrzemski,
free agency, usually that is not a smart it looked as if no one would come close team that fuiishe'd dead last in 1990, is and Wade Boggs, they have in he past
move. For as the Pirates sat content to them, as the only feasible contender, nmning away with it in 1991. They few years developed Mike Greenwell,
that their club, as is, would repeat its the San Francisco Giants, began the have survived everything. Early in the Jody Reed, Mo Vaughn, Ellis Burks,
challenge for the division title, many season with only six victories their season, the Texas Rangers won 18 and the latest in the line, Phil P1antier.
teams in the division began to stock- first 24 contests. Then, in early May. straight to move into first place .... for a Plan tier, since his call up form the mipile free agents to contend with the something very, very strange hap- day. Minnesota kicked it up a notch nors, has hit .392, 5 home runs and
Pirates. Chicago went to the winter pened. The Atlanta Braves (yes, the and left Texas behind. Later, Chicago driven in28 runs, in a one month span.
meetings with their pockets full of Atlanta Braves) began to goon a three got hot, winning 14 straight. Just as The overachieving, fat, slugging Decash and came back with free agent , month long tear. By using a nice they .got close, again, Minnesota troit Tigers l:ave challenged and are
pitchers Daimy Jackson and stopper · mixture of both rebuilding strategies, turned it on. Now, as the season still within distance, but things aren't
Dave Smith. They also managed to they picked up free agents Terry Pen- closes, they remain five games ahead looking good. However, this is a team
pick up American League RBI ma- delton, Otis Nixon, and Sid Bream, to of the pack, with the White Sox in that can change the course of a game
chine Jorge Bell. The St. Louis Cardi- go along with their young homegrown second. It looks as if Minnesota will
with three swings and the course of a
talent in David Justice, Greg Olson, advance, but keep in mind, they still pennant race with ten.
nals rebuilt their team, but in a different manner. They chose to go with and Ron Gant. Their young ptichers, have 2 series and 6 games remaining
I am not going to predict anything
fiery young players instead of chasing Glavine, Avery, and Smoltz hp_ven't against the second place White Sox.
except that in these next few weeks it
Anything can happen.
. will be exciting to see what ·happens.
seasoned veterans. The work these hurt matters any by stepping into star_
two teams did on their clubs was evi- dom . with great seasons. This nice
American League East
_dent as they chased the Pirates chemistry helped the Braves chase the
The division has featured somethingthatmajorleaguebaseballhasn'i
throughout the season. But, as it Dodgers and fmally, .in mid-Septemturned out, the Pirates knew some- ber climb in to first place. The Dodghad in the past few years . A division
thing1r""'COthat everyone
else didn't B): ers clli:nbed onto Darryl Strawberry's
with more than
two teams
in.....
____
.race
._____
___
JCOO""
__
""'CO-..-.::i
ByA.T.Goon
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Intramurals
Hy l:ralg RaCKers ana Laura
Vrabel
CORRES. SECRETARIES
The resul ts are in from the 1991
Intramural Termis Tournament. Firs
place in the men's competition was
Josh Prince from AEPi, and second
went to Ahn Lam from VSA. Firs
place in the doubles competition was
Thai and second place was VSA. In
the women's competition, Amy Geisler from M-Clubwon the singles competition and the doubles championship went to the team of Lena Tsoulfandis and Tracy Bornman from Chi
Omega.
The top 3 fmishers overall in the
women's competitions were:
Ist-CCF
2nd---M-CLUB
3rd---CHI OMEGA
The top 5 finishers in the men's
competition were:
Ist-Th~
2nd---VSA .
3rd---Kappa Sig
4th-Sigma Nu Sigma Pi
The racquetball tournament will
be held this weekend, Sept. 27-29,
and the swimming competition will be
Tuesday and Thursday, Oct. 1 and 3.
Anyone Intramural Organizations
who planned on entering in these
s~ and have not yet done so should
contact Rob Holder at the Intramural
Office (341-4106) as soon as possible.
Football play-offs begin on Sept
30, and anyone can check on their
organization's standings in Intramurals at our bulletin board at the University Center West or in the hallway by
ihe Intramural Office at the Multi-

::.o'"
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25.1991

Wednesday. September 25.1991

MissouIi Miner

Placement :

ARIES

n the 1991

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA
OFFICE OF CAREER PlACEMENT
301 Norwood Hall

ment.Fm

etitionw

DELHI GAS PIPELINE

'. First city Center, Lock. Box 10
~ Dallas,

attn:

and Stcon

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

PBRllAJlBNT BMPLOYMBNT

1M. Fm

eBKLY DBTAIL LIST f5
Week of October 14-18, 1991

letition Was
ISVSA. In
Amy Geisingl escom _
champion_
.enaTsoul_

7: 45 to 11: 15 A_M.

&:IcnraP BO'ORB I

TX
75201
Mr. Keith Huffman

POSITION:
. INTERVIEWING :
MINIMUM G. P.A . :
CITIZENSHIP:

BS/Petroleum, Chemical or Mechanical
Engineering
Engineer for gas pipeline
December 1991 or Hay I July 1992 grads
3.0

U. s. C1 tizenship

1:00 to 4:15 P.M.
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
~N=ERVIEW DATE:

October 15,

Thursday, Sept. 26,

1991

1991

PBESCREENEP INTERVIEWS

n from Chi
CABGI LL

Oayt'o n, OM

attn:

'Ie:

I

INC,

5640 Brentlinger Drive

'erall in the

45414

Mr. Tim O'Hara

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:

2

BS/Chemical or Mechanical Engineering
Production Management in Corn Wet
Milling, Oilseeds processing, Flour
Milling, Salt Mining, Fertilizer
Production & Chemical Production.
Nationwide
December 1991 or May, July 1992 grads

the men's
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G.P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

:maPi
lament will
Sept 27-29,
dtion will be
)ct.l and 3.
rganizations
19 in th

2.4

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: Thursday, sept. 26, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE: October 14, 1991

.o'

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

POSITION:
LOCATION:

MINIMUM G.P.A.: ·
CITIZENSHIP:

BS/Chemical, CiVil, Geological,
Mechanical, Mining, Petroleum
or Sanitary Engineering
Entry-level Environmental Engineering
Jefferson City, Kansas City, st. Louis
Poplar Bluff or Springfield, MO
recent grads, Oecember or May 1992
grads
2.0

U.S.

PEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES;
INTERVIEW DATE: October 15, 1991

1

~hursday,

sept. 26, 1991

aS/MS in Mechanical, Electrical or

Chemical Engineering or Engineering Management (Packaging)
Additional information is not
available at this time.
PEApLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: Thursday, sept. 26, .199 1
INTERVIEW DATE: Oct9ber 14, 1991

. COMMONWEALTH EDISON
P.O. Box 767

, , , ,Chicago, IL 60690
' attn: Ms. Virginia Hwangs
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
16800 Centre Tech Parkway
Aurora, CO 80011-9046
attn: Ms. Laura Acosta
1

BS/MS/PhD in Electrical Engineering,

Math, Computer Science, or Physics.
Design, operation and test ' of satellite communications systems with
emphasis on state-of-the-art
satellite control ground systems.
Denver, . Colorado, Metropolitan area

POSITION:

I
I

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

INTERVIEWING:

' BRISTOL MEYERS SOUIBB CO.
2400 N, Lloyd Express
Evansville, IN 47721
attn: Ms. Yvette Payne

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

lI

I

U. S. CITIZENSHIP OR PERMANENT VISA

~esoshoul

dntrunuraJ
I as possible.
gin on Sept
~k on their
inlntrunuttheUniver: hallway by
t the Multi-

" MISSOURI PEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
P.O. Box 176
Jefferson City, Mi:) 65102
attn: Mr. Dave Fre!se

LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
CITIZENSHIP:

DECEMBER 1991 grads
U. S . CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED

LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G.P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

2

BS/MS Nuclear or Chemical Engineering, ,
Heal th Physics
Entry-leve l engineering positions
available at Commonwealth nuclear
generating station and corporate
office where graduates gain "handson" experience. More deta.ils wi ll
be posted at time of interview
signups.
Northern 1/5 of Illinois.
, Deqember 1991 or May 1992 grads
Provide t 'ranscript at time of
interview:
students must be aU. S. citizen

DEADLINE rdR TURNING IN RESUMES;
INTERVIEW

D~TE:

Thursday, sept. 26, 1991

October 16, 1991

pEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES; Thursday, sept. 26, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE: October 14, 1991

:o~~ ~!nd

VISTA CHEMICAL COMPANY
P.O. Box 19029
Houston, TX 77224
attn: Ms. Maureen Bittick'

Avenue, Suite 1300
St. Louis, MO 63105
attn: Mr. John O'Hara

2

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:

aS/MS Chemical Engineering
Chemical Engineer ,
(Troubleshooting for nine
plants located across the U. S. )
December 1991 or May, July 1992 grads

INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G.P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

2.5

INTERVIEW DATES:

PHII.LJPs PE'l'BoLEll!!

October 15-16,

2.5 .

Thu'r sday, Sept. 26, 1991

DEAPLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: Thursday, Sept. 26, 191
INTERVIEW DATE:
October 16, 1991

~991

COMPA/IY

180. 'Plaza office Building
31,5 'S . Johnstone
Bartlesville, OK 74004
attn: Me. Laura Ploof
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES :
MAJORS:
POSITION:

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS (Itfl00BMATION SYSTEMS
7839 Churchill way
Dallas, TX 75265
attn: Mr. Dave CUrrent

SERVICES)

2

as/Chemical or Mechanical ~r\gineering
(Details will be posted at tilDe
of interview siqnups.)

Southwest
December 1991 or May 1992 grads
3.0
Phillips will interview and consider

for employment U. S. Citizens or Aliens
who are law:tully admitted as Permanent
Residents, etc. under the 1986 Amnesty
Program

DEApLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES;
INTERVIEW DATE:

POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G. P.A. :

1
BS/MS. Civil Engineering or

Engineering Mana.gement (Civil pref)
Proj ect Manager
St. Louis
December 1991 grads

U.S. Citizenship or ,permanent Visa

PEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES;

LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G. P .A. :
CITIZENSHIP:

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

October 15, 1991

Thursday, Sept. 26, 1991

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:

1

BS/MS Computer Science~ Electrical
or Mechanical Engineering
Business programmer/Analyst;
SoftWare Programmer/Analyst;
Systems Support Analyst

INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G. P.A. :
CITIZENSHIP:

December 1991 or May 1992 grads
3.0

Applicants must be authorized,
or able to obtain authorizati on ,
to be employed in the U. S.

pEAPLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES' 'T hurSday, Sept. 26, 1991
INTERVIEW DATES:
October 17-18, 1991

Page 15

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

SEMICONDUCTOR TECHNICAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE
SEMICONPUCTOR MARKETING SPECIALIST
7839 Churchill Way
Dallas, TX 75265
attn: Mr. Dave CUrrent
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES :

MAJORS:

1 for each division listed above

BS/ Electrical Engineering or
computer science

POSITION/ LOCATION :
semiconductor Technical Sales Rep:
Extensive technical training program of 12-18 months in
Dallas/ Houston/ Midland with r e location to a TI sales
office in a ma j or city in North America.
Semiconductor Marketing Special 1st: New Product "take
to market" responsibilities - and in-depth customer account
strategies . Locations: Dallas, Houston or Midland, TX.
Twelve month job rotatio.n/ training program .
MINIMUMG . P.A.:

3.0

CITIZENSHIP :
Applicants must be authorized, or able
to obtain authorization, to be employed in the U.S.
INTERVIEWING :
December 1 9 91 or May 1992 grads
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUM ES ; Thursday, Sept. 26, 1991
INTERVIEW DATES : October 17-18, 1991

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS DEFENSE SYSTEMS
7839 Churchill Way
Dallas, . TX 75265
attn: Mr. Dave CUrrent
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G.P.A.:

&

NUM~ER OF SCHEDULES:
2
MI.JORS:
BS/Mechanical Engineering, Engineerlng Management (Packaging), or Electrical Engineering
POSITIONs:
Proj ect Eng ineer or Ma intenance Team

r.OCATION :
INTERVIEWING:
CITIZENSHIP:

Leader
Nationwide
December 1991 or May 1992 grads
Must have the ability to work in
the U.S.

1
BS/ MS/ PhD in Electrical, ' Mechanical
Engineering or computer Science
Design, development and production
of state-of ... the-art government electronics systems.
Dallas, Lewisville, and McKinney, TX
December 1991 or May 1992 grads
Top 1/3 of class desired

Applicants must be authorized, or
able to obtain authorization, to be
employed in the U. S.

APPLICANTS RESTRICTED TO SIGNUP ON ONLY ONE DEFENSE
SYSTEMS & ELECTRONICS GROUP INTERVIEW SCMEDULE.

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUME; Thursday, Sept. 26, 1991
INTERVIEW DATES: October 17-18, 1991

~

I

1

C

m
I

PEAPLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES; Thursday, Sept. 26, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
October 17, 1991

f
NOOTER CORpoRATION
P . O. Box 451
St .• Louis, MO 63166
attn:
Ms. Sheila Adams
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS,
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:

5

L

m

1

Ii

BS/ Mechanical or Civil Engineering
Sales Engineering
St. Louis
December 1991 grads

C

ELECTRONIC GROUP

BRING COPY OF TRANSCRIPT TO INTERVIEW.
CITIZENSHIP:

OuAxER OATS
2811 S. 11th st.
. 'st. Joseph, MO 64503
attn: Mr. Todd McCarty

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
Thursday, Sept. 26, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE: October ·1 7, 1991
ASARCO INC.
P . O. Box 7
Glover, MO 63646

P

~

II

II

II

S

51

BJ
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G.P.A.:

1
BS/MS Metallurgical, Chemical,
Mechanical & Electronical
(Environmental related)
Various
December 1991 or May 1992 grads
3.0

pEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: Thursday, sept. 26, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE:
Oct.ober 18, 1991

~

Drawer B ·
1000 Explorer Drive
Huntsville, AL 35814
attn: Ms. Debbie K. Hupfer
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION :
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G. P.A.:
CI TIZENSHIP:

1
,
BS/ MS/ PhD in Electrical Engineering,
Physics, Math, computer Science
Entry to mid-level electripal engineering & computer science positions
involving weapon all~lys~s... a~ . design.
Huntsville, AL; Fon:. Walton Beach, FL
December 1991 or May 1992 grads
3.0
U.S .

DEADLI NE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES : Thursday, Sept. 26, 1991
I NTERVIEW DATE: October 18, 1991
~

6 1 00 Glades Rd . , suite 3 05
Boca Rato n , FL 33434
a ttn : Ms. Betty Mill e r

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS :
POS ITION :
LOCATION:
, INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G. P.A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

BS/ Chemical Engineering
Research Engineer
Northeast Ohio
December 1991 or May 1992 grads
2.5
U. S. Citizen Q,r green card holder

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
Thursday, Sept. 26, 1991
I NTERVIEW DATE : Oc t ob e r 18, 199~

CHICAGO BRIQGE & IRON
800 Jorie Blvd.
Oak Brook, IL 60522
a ttn: Mr. James A. Wees
NUMBER OF S CHEDULES :
MAJORS :
, POS ITION:
LOCAT ION :
INTERV IEWING :

1

BS / MS Civil Engineering (structural)
BS/ MS Mechanical Engineering, with
structures or mechanics emphasis
Engineer in advancement program
performing in engineering, cons truction or manufacturing
Nationwide
recent grads, December 1991 grads

DEADLI NE FOR TURNING I N RESUMES: Thursday, Sept. 27, 1991 ,
INTERVIEW DATE: Octo ber 18, 1991
~

4601 College Blvd.
Leawood, KS 66211
attn : Mr. Mart i n Holland

NUM BER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING :

1

BS/ MS Chemical Engineering
Process Engineer
Leawood, KS
recent grads, December 1991 or
May 1992 grads

DEARLINE FoR TURNING IN RESVHES: Thursday, Sept. 26, 1991
I NTERVIEW DATE: October 18, 1991

Nt
KI

PC

J.(

II
MI
CI

II

Ii

BAXTER HEALTHCARE
1900 Hwy 201 N.

Mountain Home, AR 72653
attn: Mr . Stephen Smith
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:

1

BS/ Eng eer ing Mangement,
Elec tri ca l or Mechanical Engineering
Produc tion Supervisor, Project '
Mana g ement, Pro cess/ Product Improvement
Mo un t ain Home , AR
De c e mber 199 1 or May, July 19 9 2 grad s
3.0
U. S. Ci tiz e n s hip require d

POSITION :
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G. P.A.:

CITIZENSHIP :

DEADLINE FOR TURNI NG IN RESUM ES' Thursda y, sept. 26, 1991
INTERVIEW DATE: Oct obe r 18, 1991
NON-PRESCREENED I NTERVIEWS

IOWA ELECTRIC LI GHT & POWER
Bo x 351
Cedar Rapids , Iowa 5 2 4 06
attn:
Ms . Pat Lu s t e d
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:

1

MAJORS :
BS in Mec h a ni ca l or El ectrical Eng.
POSITION :
Pas i t i ons ava ilab le in Applic a tions
Eng i neeri ng Depart ment, Ele c tric a l Engi n ee r i n g De partme nt o r Ene rgy Tr a n sact i o ns & P l a n ning Department
LOCATI ON:
Cedar Rap ids I I A o r Pa l o, 11\
I NTERVI EWING:
May 1 992 gra d s
MINIMUH G . P.A.:

2.6

CITIZENSHI P :

Must h ave g r ee n ca r d

I NTERVIEW S lGNUP DATE; Oc t o ber 4 , 1 99 1
Octobe r 18 , 199 1
INTERVI EW DATE:

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
510 E . 22nd St.

Lombard, IL 60148
attn: Mr . John Co s tello
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS :
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
CITIZENSHIP:

PLEASE NOTE:

1

BS/MS Civil Engineering
Manager-in-Training Engineer
Nationwide
Oecember 1991 grads
U. S. Citizenship or Permanent Resident

The following c ompanies will be interviewing during the week
of October 14-18, 1991 -- information is not avail a ble at
this time.
General Motors

INTERyIEW SIGNUP pATE' Monday, Sept . 30, 1991
INTERVIEW DATES: October 15-16, 1991

CANCELLATIONS :

Frito Lay

Ethyl Corporation (October 10)
STATE FARM INSURANCE
State Farm Plaza 5A-1
Bloomington, IL 61701
attn: Mr. Kirk Hobbs
NUMBER Of' SCHEDULES: .
MAJORS:
POSITION:
LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING:
MINIMUM G.P . A.:
CITIZENSHIP:

I

INTERVIEW DATE POSTPONED :

2
BS/Computer Science or Management
Information Systems
Programmer/Analyst Trainee
Bloomington, IL
December 1991 grads _
3. 0
Applicants must currently be
authorized to work in the U.s. on
a full-time basis

INTERVIEW SIGNOP PATE:
INTERVIEW DATE:

Friday, October 4, 1991
October 17, 1991

Amoco Corporation,
the global energy and
chemical company,
is interviewing on
campus for talented
Engineering, Geophysics,
and Computer Science
majors. Come tell us
about yourself, and
discover the big business
where you can make
a difference .

Sign up now in the
placement office.

Amoco Corpor ation
On-Campus Interviews:
October 21,1991
Amoco Petroleum Additives Company
Wood River. [L
permanent positions
B.S. Engineering: CHE. CEoM E

October 22,1991

,~

. .T . .

AMOCO
~I~

CIA (Interview date to I:(e

announced at a later date.

Amoco Production Company
Houston. TX
summer/ permanent positions
B.S. and M .S. Geophysics

October 22-23,1991
Amoco Production Company
Houston. TX
summer/ permanent positions
B.S. Engineering: CHE. GE . ME. PE

October 22-23-24,1991
Amoco Chemical Company
Chocolate Bayou. TX
summer/permanent positions
B.S. Engineering : CHE. EE. ME

October 22-23, 1991
Amoco Corporation Information Systems
Chicago. [L
summer/permanent positions'
M.S. Computer Science

October 22-23, 1991
Amoco Oil Company
W hiting. [N
permanent positions
B.S. Engineering : CH~. CEoEE. ME

SUlnlner Emllloyment
UtlI VERS ITY OF HI SSOURI-ROLIJI
OFFICE OF CAREER PIJICEHEtiT
30 1 Norwood Hall
SUMMER EHPLOYHEtiT

PRESCREENED INTERVIEWS
Weekl y Detail Li s t

GAS

PIPELINE

Dallas, TX 75201
attn: Mr. Keith Huffman
tlUHBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS :

Gas Gathering/Processing tor a pipe- ,

POSITIOH :

1 9 91

DEADLINE FOR

line company_
Southwest u . S.
3:0

TURNING

IHTERVIEW DATE :
CARGILL INC.

Mr. Speedee
Copy Center
Fast, Professional
Service

attn:

1
Sopho~ore, Junior or SenIors

in Chemical or Mechanical Engineering
Inte rnships in production
engineeri.n g at domestic location
in corn wet milling, oilseeds
processing & chemic.al products
divisions
LOCATIOtl:
Nationwide
POSITIOtl:

HIHIHUH ·G. P.A .:

2.4

PEADLINE FOR TURNING IN
ItlTERVIEW DATE:

RESUMES -

Thursday, Sept. 26, 1991

October 15, 1991

-

-The Professional-

HAIR CRAFTERS

.....

Student Discounts & Walk-ins Welcome
1720 N. . Bishop (Across from T.1. Hall)

~~~
BUSINESS PRODUCTS

for appointlnent call: 341 -,3800

Yo:

1 -8uamer Intern.hip for R'D

tlUHBER OF SCHEDULES:

Sophomore, Juniors, Seniors and graduate
students in Chemical Engineering (Port Arthur,
TX)

o

l-Tezaco Bzploration • Produotion
Sophomores in Civil, Mechanical Engineering or Chemical
Engineering for Assista nt i n Gas Pipeline ~ivision
PLEASE DESIGNATE DIVISIONS OF INTBRB8T ON YOUR RB8UX1.

Must be able to work 1n the u.s.

CITIZEtiSHIP:

DEADLINE

FOR TURNING

IHTERVIEW DATE:

Black and white, 8 1/2 x 11,
copies on 2011 bond, for only 5(
each. Need we say less?
Quality copies, with fast,expert
assistance.
Binding, collating and other
finishing services available.
Brilliant color papers
. available.

18, 1991

October 16, 1991

200 Westchester Ave . , Room 1280-R
White Plains, NY 10650
attn: Ms. Sheila Porter

'45414

Mr. Tim O' Ha r a

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS :

Thur~day, Sept.

IN RESl1MESj

~

5640 Brentlinge r Drive
Dayton, OH

1

Seniors classification in Petroleum,
Chemical or Mechanical Engineering

LOCATIOtl:
HIHlHUH G. P.A .:

14

WEEK OF OCToBER 14 - 18

PELHI

First city Center Lock Box 10

IN

Thursday, Sept. 26, 1991

RESUMES;

October 18, 1991

DO~'~ ' Mlss

Out On

SPEcIAL DOMESTIC FARBS ;
Travel1>etween Sept. 4. 1991 and
Dec. 15. 1~1. Purchase by Oct. 31. 1991.

# ..~ '

.-

.._- ,

.,,',.',\ 1tav8r'-.
ti·..·Aglncy.

1056 Kingahighway
AoIa
. ~xt to McDonalds
' 1~7025

w. ..... ...... bcgtIn

-"';1117 ·

314-364-2485 • 1-8()().888.2485
Fax 314-341-83n
630 South Bishop
Rolla, MO ~1
Retail Stot" Hours: Mon.·Fri. 8:00-5:30;
SaL 9:00-4:00
&: Commercial: Mon.·Fri. 8:00-4:30

Sunday
Nigh t
Sp ecial

UMR
- - - - PRESENTS - - - -

UlVIR..

$2.99
Every Sunday from
5:00 p .m . to close.
Includes FREE desser t

EVERV TH'U RSDAV NIGI-:IT!
rc:"

-r- "

<:~

*aUCKET NIGHT *

"";;i;:, . *LADIES NIGHT *
"./.
':.. ~ *NO COVER CHARGE NIGHT-*' ')
f_' ~ *DISCOUNT ~JGHT *. .~
,
I.

Lo cated Belo v.l l\.IrEl\.IrO:R.VV'I L L E U. S . A. .
"'vvy 6 3 N or t h
R.olln. lVX o .

o

CAREER, DAY

M
E
C

9:30 A.M.
TO
3:30 P.M.
. September 26, 1991
. Mutti,,:,p,urpo~.e BuildinQ
;

Stockade Burger,
Fries & Drink

H

INDUSTRY

. ' t t\':-

~

Explore-and devel9P
.

-

.

M
I

ellpl~~.ent-

op.t-ions (or:

* Co-.I!P J9~s
* Summer .,Joj:ls.
.
*Pe~lIanent- Jobs'
. . ;~

.'

o

•

Learn ,11~!!!e your skills. and kno~ l~dt'e fitint-o· t-h·i! current: ellplpYllent. soene.

N

I.

G

HlSE $50.0... $1000... $1500

PERSONAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
PRESENTATIONS
~

~

; . Sponsored by C~u nseling & Career Developme nt _
- - .
:::-:::
A DIvIsIOn of Student AffaIrs
-"
~ ._ _

341-4211

~=: .

204 Norwood H all

STOP BY COUNSELINC AND CAREE R DEVE LOPMENT FORMORE INFO. AND A
COMPLETE LISTING OF PROGRAMS BEING OFFERED TH IS S EME STER!

RAISING

Oleua

Iring

f

pip<-

I

1991

For your fra ternity,
sorority, team or other
campus organization.
A8S0lUrn Y NO
INVfSrMfNr RfQUIRfD!
CALL 1-800-950·8472, ext. 50

*****

Stud y Skills
Tuesday, October 1 - 3:30 - 4:30 pm; 208 Norwood Hall
Facilitator: Dr. Gene Van Matre
Self Esteem: The Key To R eaching Your Goals
Wednesday, October 2 - 3:30 - 5:00 pm; 208 Nor wood H all
Facilitat or : Dr. Camille Consolvo
Assertive n ess Training

Beginning Thursday, Oct. 24 - 3:00 - 4:30 pm; Location to be 'an nou nced
F acilitators: Dr. Carl Burns & Ms. Sandra Terry
Enrollment is li mited! P re register anytime between Aug. 26 & Oct. 17
P articipa nts m u st attend a ll fi ve sessions.

You Never Forget the Great Taste of

Steak~~~~~

ctlon

QiCAl

n

ONE DOLLAR OFF SALE!

Q.

1-44 & Hwy. 63 Rolla

6, 1991

Stealt h Shalte~
ONE DOLLAR OFF SA-LE!

:s,

This coupon good for one dollar off any Sandwich, Fry,
Drink Combo - Platter Special - Large salad - or
Delicious Dinner Choice.
Not valid when uscd in oonjUJ'lCtion with other specW offer.
Nor. redeemable (or cash.. l.im.il I pe r cu stome r.

Offerexl'm. : Oct . 31, 199 1

,

#8

A Puppet, A man,

The Lowest Thing We've Ever Done!

A Piano
H
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Intel 3 8 7 /3 3 M ath CoProcessor

Cyri x' 38 7/33 Math CoProcessor

I

Cyrix 287 Math CoProcessor
Works on all 286-based computers

(VCE Cafe in case of rain)

$2 2 5.00

The High Performance Math CoProcessor From Cyrix.
Run Popular Software Up To 3 Times Faster Than Other
Math CoProcessors
,

Monday, September 30 .
8:00 at the Hockey Puc~

$250 .00

It's an Intel (They don't need a sales pitch)

6% Solution
Copperfield Square
602 West 6th Street
Rolla, MO 65401
PHONE: 164-7133

$89 .00

First choose your major.
Then choose your weapon.
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IBM DOS/Microsoft® Windows ™ Solutions 1
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MODEL

'1><;

'1><;

'1>'"

'1><;

'1>'"

'1><;

'1><;

'1><;

T!
an-

Scholar.

q;~'I>

H~ paren~,

NctUDann have
MEMORY

2.5MB

4MB

4MB

4MB

2MB

2.5MB

2MB

4MB

4MB

4MB

4MB

PROCESSOR
SPEED

10MHz

16 MHz

20 MHz

25MHz

20 MHz

10MHz

10 MHz

16MHz

16 MHz

20 MHz

25 MHz

30MB

80MB

80MB

80MB

60MB

30MB

45MB

40MB

80MB

80MB

80MB

VGA

8515
Color

8515
Color

8515
Color

LCD

VGA

Mono

Color

8513
Color

8513
Color

8515
Color

8515
Color

8515
Color

$1 ,099

$2 ,549

$3,299

$4,199

$3,599

$1 ,249

$1 ,699

$1,999

$2,599

$3,349

$5.499

FIXED DISK
DRIVE
DISPLAY

PRICE '

UMRPareni's A
Iliitctors and !hI
Ambassadors.

I All models include an I B 1 mouse a nd arc preloaded with DOS 5.0. Microsoft
Windows 3.0. Microsoft Ent ert ainm ent Pack for Window' and ToolBoo k' (runtim e
vers ion). Lapto p Model 3TI includes a n IBM Track po int in stead of an I BM mo use.

In the battle that' called "academics," you
mu t choose your path ca,refully. Luckily, IBM offers
a ran ge of PS/2®and PSII'" Selected Academic
Solution s* that ca n help yo u now, and down the
road as well. IBM makes it all possible with special

' These models also include Microsoft Word for Windows,# METZ' Fi le FIX,
Reference Softwa re Grammafik; h DC 1icroA pps' and Formula Edi tor.
t t These models also incl ud e Microso ft Excel" 10.

Ascholarshi!
F\OOswhowish
i Univmity A(
!<iIeville are peIi
dtui~yellO be a

Dedic

'.

student prices and affordable loan payments~* Buy
now, and yo u'll get a special Bonus Pack t worth over
$1 ,000 in savin gs on air travel, phone calls, software and more. Visit yOUT campus outlet to find ou~
how to make an i BM Personal System click for you.'

For More Information Contact:
David Fannin
114 Math/Comp Sci
==-::::.
341-4841
- - ----

~@

-----_.-

' ThiS oller IS avallabW 10 nonprofit hlQher education institutions, their students faculty and siall. as well as to nonprofit K12 InslitullOflS, lhell' faculty and sta ff These IBM Selected Academe SolutIOns are available Itvough paltlClpalUlg campuo; ou llets IBM
Authoflzed PC Dealers certified to remarket $elecred AcademIC Solutions or IBM 1 800 222-7257 PrICes Quoted do not ItlClude sales lax. handling and/or procesSHlg charges Check Wllh)'Out campus oullel regarding these charges Orders ate sub,ect 10 availability
Pnces ate sublecllo change. IBM maywllhdraw the oller al any lime WIthout notICe ' ' PS{2 Loan for Learning lets you borrow $1.500- 58.000 'The Bonus Pack explfes December 31 . 1991 - MlCIOsoll Word lor WlI'ldows and MlCfosolt Excel are the AcadetT\IC

Edlltons IBM and PS/2 are registered trademarks and PSI' IS a trademar'l< of InternatIOnal BUSiness Machines CorporatIOn All aher bland and product names are reQlstered trademarks Of trademarks 01thelf ,"'espectl'Je owners © 1991 IBM Cnfp.

